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INTRODUCTION
HOW TO USE THE RESOURCE
This resource aims to support teachers and beginning teachers to develop children’s
knowledge, understanding and skills in Digital Art and Design. Choose activities based on your
pupils’ experience, age and ability, adapting the content to differentiate for the children and suit
the context they are working in.
This resource aims to give you ideas, but you may find alternatives you prefer to use from your
own research. It also provides opportunities to link with Cross-Curricular Skills and Thinking
Skills and Personal Capabilities (TS&PCs) as well as suggesting potential links with other Areas of
Learning, where appropriate.
Each section has lesson ideas, suggested Learning Intentions, Assessment for Learning
opportunities and new vocabulary. You can use this ABC
resource to support or adapt any existing
materials you are using, depending on the equipment and/or resources available.
You do not have to be a confident art practitioner or an artist to deliver these suggested
activities. The ideas in this resource are generic, catering for a wide range of learner and teacher
123
ability.
Throughout this resource, you will see the following icons to help you identify curriculum links
or provide extra information that you may find useful:
STEAM

ABC

Literacy Links: suggested
books and/or literacy ideas to
complement the activity

123

Numeracy Links: suggested
numeracy ideas to complement
the activity

STEAM

Follow-on Art Activities: suggested
art activities to complement the
activity

!

STEAM Links: suggested STEAM
ideas and/or enquiry activities to
complement the activity

Teacher Information and Tips:
such as background or theoretical
information as well as useful tips
Web Resources: links to useful
websites and resources
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WHAT IS DIGITAL ART AND DESIGN?
Digital art and design is the use of Information and Communication Technologies in Art and
Design. Access to computers, mobile devices, scanners, digital cameras, printers, the internet,
Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality (AR and VR) and fabrication technology such as 3D
printers and laser cutters can give pupils opportunities to express their ideas and be creative in
new and exciting ways.
When using ICT in Art and Design, it is essential to consider why and how to use technology.
Think about how to integrate it with traditional Art and Design practice. You should also
consider how new mediums can develop and extend visual understanding.

STEM TO STEAM
‘You need to bring art and science back together. Think back to the glory
days of the Victorian era. It was a time when the same people wrote
poetry and built bridges ...’
Eric Schmidt, Google Executive Chairman, the MacTaggart Lecture (2011)

We are all familiar with STEM (Science, Engineering, Technology and Mathematics). STEAM adds
the Arts and with it a new teaching pedagogy.
STEM to STEAM is a movement championed by the Rhode Island School of Design who
believes that it is only with the inclusion of the Arts in the STEM agenda that real innovation and
economic growth can happen.

‘Science, Technology, Engineering and Math – the STEM subjects –
alone will not lead to the kind of breathtaking innovation the twenty-first
century demands. Innovation happens when convergent thinkers, who
march straight ahead towards their goal, combine forces with divergent
thinkers – those who professionally wander, who are comfortable being
uncomfortable, and who look for what is real.’
John Maeda, Rhode Island School of Design (2013)

STEAM is:
• about creativity and innovation;
• about making real world, creative, connections between subjects in schools; and
• a driver for innovation, the economy, employment and individual wellbeing.
STEAM education is far more than simply putting those subject areas together. It’s a philosophy
of education that embraces teaching skills and subjects in a real-life way. It focuses on project
and enquiry-based activities.
This resource suggests enquiry-based and/or project-based activities throughout, as well as
ways to explore science, engineering, technology and mathematics or numeracy.
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ART VERSUS DESIGN
It is important to understand that Art and Design are not necessarily the same and may not be
taught in the same way:

‘Good art inspires. Good design motivates.’
Otl Aicher

or ‘Art is interpreted, design is understood’
Pupils engage with three core activities in Design and Technology:
• investigating and evaluating existing products;
• focused tasks that develop particular aspects of knowledge and skills; and
• designing and making something for someone for a specific purpose.
There is a huge range of hardware, software and apps that can support this kind of work. There
are suggestions for a variety of these throughout this resource.

THE BENEFITS OF DIGITAL ART AND DESIGN
‘Children’s creative, expressive and physical development is closely linked
with all aspects of their learning. They need enough experience of Art
and Design in each school year to explore and share their thoughts,
ideas and feelings; and to develop their confidence in using media and
techniques’.
(Northern Ireland Curriculum)

Art features in The Arts Area of Learning in the Northern Ireland Curriculum. There are statutory
requirements for delivery at primary level and Foundation Stage.
Many artists and designers use ICT to develop and create their work. By integrating ICT into Art,
pupils can gain a broader experience and wider opportunities for exploration and creativity.

USING ICT IN ART CAN:
• give pupils opportunities to explore a range of art forms and artists;
• enhance pupils’ ability to explore, develop and present ideas;
• provide new mediums* to investigate and create art, craft and design;
• provide a tool to evaluate and develop work;
• provide the means to creatively explore a wide range of curricular areas; and
• provide further means to exhibit pupil work.
You can use technology in Art and Design to:
• inspire, explore and research;
• create;
• document processes, activities and learning; and
• share ideas and work.
* Tablets and mobile devices (using styli pens or fingers) can provide a more accurate and
natural way to draw digitally rather than using a mouse, which can be hard to control.
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ABC LITERACY AND COMMUNICATION
123

Art is clearly linked to communication. Art and Design activities provide many opportunities to
support literacy and numeracy creatively.

Individual, paired and group based Art and Design activities can support talking and listening.
You can also use Art and Design as a stimulus for expression in the form of discussion, debate,
drama, storytelling and creative writing. Using online and digital sources can widen pupils’
STEAM access to these resources.
Mark making, drawing, painting and manipulating materials also support pupils’ hand-eye coordination and motor skills. This helps with handwriting development. Digital tools can further
support this development.

!

You can also use Art and Design works as texts that can be read as stated in the Northern
Ireland Curriculum:

‘Texts refer to ideas that are organised to communicate and present a
message in written, spoken, visual and symbolic forms.’
Northern Ireland Curriculum

At Key Stage 1, pupils should:
• read, explore, understand and make use of a range of traditional and digital texts;
• re-tell, re-read and act out a range of texts, representing ideas through drama, pictures,
diagrams and ICT; and
• explore and interpret a range of visual texts.
At Key Stage 2, pupils should:
• read, explore, understand and make use of a wide range of traditional and digital texts;
• represent their understanding of texts in a range of ways, including visual, oral, dramatic and
digital; and
• begin to be aware how different media present information, ideas and events in different
ways.
It is important for pupils to begin to understand and use the language of visual communication
and begin to design and create artworks with a sense of audience and purpose.

ABC

This resource introduces you to some of the vocabulary associated with visual communication
and encourages progression across the Key Stages.

123 NUMERACY
Pupils can also apply their knowledge and understanding of key mathematical concepts such as
shape, space, sequence, pattern, number, symmetry and perspective.
STEAM

This resource provides ideas for Digital Art and Design with explicit links to numeracy and
opportunities for assessment of Using Mathematics, where appropriate.

!
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THINKING SKILLS AND PERSONAL CAPABILITIES
The Thinking Skills and Personal Capabilities (TS&PCs) are:
• Being Creative
• Thinking, Problem-Solving and Decision-Making
• Managing Information
• Self-Management
• Working With Others
They underpin success in all aspects of life.
Digital Art and Design activities easily support the TS&PCs. Each activity’s Learning Intentions
explicitly refer to these.
Encourage your pupils to use their own approaches to understand their thinking and clearly
refer to their own thinking processes. You may find CCEA’s Thinking Cards useful to support
this.

LINKS TO USING ICT
This resource aims to suggest Digital Art and Design activities that can enhance teaching and
learning across the curriculum. It also suggests opportunities for assessment of Using ICT,
where appropriate.

DIGITAL ART AND DESIGN
Digital Art and Design (previously known as Working with Images) is one of the Primary Using
ICT Desirable Features. A Digital Art and Design task typically involves digital photography and/
or creating a digital artwork using image manipulation software or apps or 2D and 3D graphics
creation software or apps.
This resource suggests a range of activities categorised as Digital Photography, Digital Art,
Digital Design or 3D Design.

1. DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Digital photography can be an important starting point for creating Digital Art and Design, or
documenting the process. Digital Photography activities encourage your pupils to develop their
skills and understanding of digital photography and the visual language associated with it. It also
introduces them to photo editing.

2. DIGITAL ART
Digital Art activities involve digital drawing and/or manipulating and combining digital
photographs and/or other bitmap or raster graphics* to create digital artworks. Use apps or
software such as MS Paint, RM Colour Magic, GIMP, Brushes or Photoshop Mix.
*A bitmap graphic is a photo or graphic made up of pixels.
The common file types are .jpg, .gif or png.
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3. DIGITAL DESIGN
Digital Design activities involve working towards designing and creating vector graphics*, for
example logo designs or designs that can be used with digital fabrication machines such as
laser or vinyl cutters.
Although the final outputs your pupils create may not be true vector graphics, the activities
introduce them to some of the concepts and skills of vector design and drawing.
You could use apps or software such as Assembly, PS Draw or Inkscape.
*A vector graphic is a graphic defined by mathematical statements.
Vector graphics are scalable and do not lose quality when resized. The common file types are
pdf, .svg or eps.

4. 3D DESIGN
3D Design activities involve exploring 3D environments and designing and creating 3D artworks
using software or apps such as Minecraft, Blockify or Tinkercad. You could send some of these
designs to 3D printers for production. The common file types for 3D printers are .stl or .obj.

LINKS TO OTHER DESIRABLE FEATURES
DIGITAL STORYTELLING
FILM AND ANIMATION
Film and animation provide wonderful opportunities for pupils to design and create sets,
backdrops, characters or props as well as exploring visual and film language and camera skills.

DIGITAL PUBLISHING
Digital Storytelling through Digital Publishing also offers excellent opportunities to develop Art
and Design knowledge and skills.
Pupils can use these activities to build their understanding of design concepts and layout, as
well as enhancing their skills in digital photography, creating graphics, logos and artworks for
publications.

PRESENTING
Presenting also offers opportunities for pupils to build understanding of design concepts
and layout as well as skills in digital photography, creating graphics, logos and artworks for
presentations.
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR ASSESSMENT
Throughout this resource, there are opportunities for teachers to review the learning that has
happened. You may find the following ideas useful.

Opportunities for Assessment

Documenting Progress

Share learning intentions with the children
when introducing new learning. You could
do this orally, through pictures or in writing.

Use a video camera or mobile device
camera to record the children’s reactions to
and discussion about artworks.

Use effective questioning, modelling
thinking aloud and framing questions and
provide formative feedback through the
learning process.

Keep recordings of children observing,
identifying and discussing the elements of
art.
Keep the children’s artworks.

Provide opportunities for children to share
their understanding.

Keep a record of observations made
throughout the activities.

Scaffold reflection and discussion (for peer
assessment or self-assessment), modelling
appropriate language and behaviour.

Create class mind maps, diagrams or
pictures to remind the children of what
they identified in artworks or techniques
they developed so they can use them again
when appropriate.

See Learning, Teaching and Assessment in
the Foundation Stage and Assessment for
Learning – A Practical Guide for more ideas.

Create a presentation template for a photo
story diary that the children can use to
document their work.
Ask the children to write about the
processes they used and techniques they
used to create their art works. Encourage
them to include illustrations to support their
descriptions.
Ask children to take screenshots as they
work through activities to show how they
have used certain techniques or processes.
Create a presentation of class work that can
be played online or played on a loop on a
school video screen.
Keep copies of project files that the children
have created in a shared area so that you
can adapt previous work and build on it for
future activities. If appropriate to the project,
ask them to apply version control to their
file names to track their progress.

If you wish to make an assessment judgement using the Using ICT Levels of Progression and/or
the non-statutory guidance Desirable Features, you can use work that children have produced
from the activities in this resource to inform your judgement.
CCEA also has a number of Using ICT tasks for Digital Art and Design, which you may also wish
to consider. These can also be used for teaching and learning purposes, as well as assessment.
9
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FOUNDATION STAGE:
EXPLORING
THIS SECTION PROMOTES:
looking at and interacting with artworks;
talking about artworks;
responding to and beginning to talk
about the ideas represented in the
artworks;
beginning to explore space, shape,
colour, line and pattern;
beginning to investigate and explore
a range of art mediums and tools,
including digital drawing; and
beginning to explore and use
photography, digital imaging and
design tools for self-expression.
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INTRODUCTION
Foundation Stage strongly promotes play-based learning. Children should have a range of
opportunities to experience Art and Design through play. This allows them to:
• express themselves;
• work creatively;
• enjoy creative processes; and
• experiment with using and manipulating different media such as plasticine, clay, paint, chalk,
paper or card.
It is important to promote a positive relationship with Art and Design at Foundation Stage.
Children at this age are open to drawing and expressing themselves without being selfconscious about their abilities. Encourage your pupils to explore their creative ideas and
develop confidence and self-esteem.

ART AND DESIGN IN THE CURRICULUM AT FOUNDATION STAGE
The Northern Ireland Curriculum for Art and Design at Foundation Stage states that pupils
should be enabled to:
• observe and respond to things seen, handled, remembered and imagined;
• investigate and talk about colours, lines, shapes, textures and patterns;
• look at and respond to works by artists, designers, illustrators or craft workers;
• explore and use a wide range of materials and processes;
• create and develop ideas using colours, lines, shapes, textures and patterns; and
• talk about their own and other pupils’ work, and how it was made.

PROGRESSION
As pupils progress through the Foundation Stage, you should enable them to:
• use senses to explore real things, developing the capacity for focusing on attention to detail;
• use direct experiences, memory and imagination to observe and respond to the world;
• begin to use visual language to describe what they have examined and observed;
• begin to appreciate the visual qualities in the natural and made environment;
• value their own and other pupils’ work;
• talk about the processes involved in creating their own work;
• look at, explore and talk with some confidence about works of art, craft and design;
• explore and discover qualities of various materials to make choices and create their own
unique pictures and structures; and
• begin to develop a range of skills using materials, tools and processes such as drawing,
painting, printmaking, textiles, malleable materials and three-dimensional construction.
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OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES
Below is an overview of the activities, with their accompanying curricular links suggested for
Foundation Stage, under the headings:
• Colour;
• Line, Space and Shape; and
• Texture and Pattern.

COLOUR
NAME

TECHNOLOGY EXPLORED

CURRICULAR LINKS

Colour Hunt

Digital Photography

Literacy

Colour Mixing

Digital Art

Literacy, WAU

Warm or Cold?

Digital Collage

WAU

NAME

TECHNOLOGY EXPLORED

CURRICULAR LINKS

Shape Hunt

Digital Photography

Literacy, Numeracy

Kandinsky AR Spheres

3D (Augmented Reality)

Literacy, Numeracy

Line Drawing

Digital Art

WAU

NAME

TECHNOLOGY EXPLORED

CURRICULAR LINKS

Elmer Patchwork Patterns

Digital Photography

Literacy, Numeracy, WAU

Terrific Textures

Digital Microscope

WAU (STEAM)

Silly Symmetry

Digital Photography

Numeracy

LINE, SHAPE AND SPACE

TEXTURE AND PATTERN
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EXPLORING COLOUR
To prepare your pupils for these activities, encourage them to look at and respond to works by
artists, designers, illustrators or craft workers who use colour in interesting and creative ways.
Some of the activities may suggest specific artworks to focus on.

Activity 1: Colour Hunt
Pupils learn about primary colours and use digital photography to record a colour hunt around
the school.

Activity 2: Colour Mixing
Pupils explore mixing primary colours to create secondary colours. They also create a colourful
digital artwork.

Activity 3: Warm or Cold?
Following on from Activity 2, pupils begin to learn more about colour. They explore how
colours make them feel and how artists use colour to convey the seasons. Pupils will create
warm and cold collages in an app such a Pic Collage using items such as photos, images or
stickers.
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Activity 1: Colour Hunt
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• take photographs; and

• recognise and name primary colours;

• work with others (TS&PC).

• select and sort primary colours;

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Cameras (digital stills camera
or iPad or mobile device cameras)

• Apps such as PhotoSpeak

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Primary Colour

• Camera

• Red, Yellow, Blue

• Focus
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INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE
Give your pupils the opportunity to talk about the colours they know and items they can think
of that are that colour.
Point to objects in the room and/or show examples of colourful artworks and ask your pupils to
name the colours.

ABC

!
ABC

!

You could also read and explore storybooks that focus on colour with your pupils.
For example:
The Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse by Eric Carle
Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What do You See? By Bill Martin Jr.
Bear Sees Colours by Karma Wilson
Explain to your pupils that they are going to have a colour hunt. They have to try to find special
colours called primary colours. Ask if they know what primary colours are. Explain that they are
red, yellow and blue.
TIP! Use an app such as PhotoSpeak to create a talking animal (for example, a brown bear or
blue horse) that you could use to introduce the task to your pupils.

DO
Divide the class into small groups. Give each group access to a camera and specify a colour to
find. Show your pupils how to use the camera. Encourage them to try to make sure the camera
is steady and in focus when they take a picture.
Ask your pupils to work in their groups to take photographs of objects that are their given
colour. If time and/or weather allows, take your pupils outside to complete their task.
Encourage them to work together to agree which photos to use and take turns to take the
pictures.

REVIEW
Once your pupils have completed their colour hunt, project their photos onto a screen or an
interactive whiteboard.
Encourage the class to discuss how successful the groups have been in their task – have they
photographed objects in the correct colour? Could they improve their photos?
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Activity 2: Colour Mixing
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• understand that adding white makes a
colour lighter;

• recognise and name primary and
secondary colours and recognise a
colour wheel;

• make marks using traditional and digital
tools;

• understand how mixing colours
produces new colours;

• begin to explore digital drawing tools;
and

• understand that adding black makes a
colour darker;

• be creative (TS&PC).

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Red, yellow, blue, black and white paint

• Paper

• Large mixing trays

• Hand towels

• Paintbrushes

• App or software such as
Crayola DigiTools Paint or Live Colors

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Primary Colours, Secondary Colours

• Black, White, Light, Dark

• Red, Yellow, Blue, Green, Orange, Purple

• Mixing
• Digital Drawing
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INSTRUCTIONS
123

PLAN AND EXPLORE
Remind your pupils that there are three colours known as primary colours. Explain that you can
create new colours by mixing them.
You could use the video by Sesame Street: OK Go - Three Primary Colors to illustrate this point.

DO
Make sure that your pupils have access to trays of red, blue
and yellow paint and a large sheet of paper each.
Encourage your pupils to choose two colours, putting a hand
into each and making handprints on their paper.
Then explain that they are going to mix the colours together.
Ask them to predict what new colour they think they will
make.
Then ask your pupils to rub their hands together to mix the
paints and print the new colour. Was the colour what they
thought it would be?
Encourage your pupils to experiment with mixing the paints together in different ways and
printing or painting on their page.
Introduce small amounts of black and white paint. Encourage your pupils to explore what will
happen when they add these to their colours.
As the class undertakes this activity, take photos to record the process. You could use these in
the plenary activity and/or to create a group digital story to show evidence of learning.

REVIEW

123

At the end of the lesson, ask your pupils to show their work and talk about what happened
when they mixed the colours. What new colours could they make? Demonstrate creating
green, purple and orange. Explain that adding black to a colour makes a darker colour (shades)
and adding white makes a lighter colour (tints).

COLOUR MIX DIGITAL ARTWORK
Apps such as Crayola DigiTools Paint and Live Colors give your pupils opportunities to explore
STEAM colour mixing digitally. Encourage them to experiment with the tools and explore mixing the
colours to create a digital artwork.

FOLLOW-ON ACTIVITY IDEA
Ask the class to work together using primary and secondary colours to create handprints to
form a colour wheel artwork.
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Activity 3: Warm or Cold?
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• take photographs and begin to
understand how to focus on an object
and take a close-up shot;

• recognise and name primary and
secondary colours;

• create digital collages;

• select and sort primary and secondary
colours;

• begin to select, place and layer using
digital tools;

• understand that colours can be warm or
cold;

• begin to explore the features and tools in
a collage creation app; and

• understand how artists have used warm
or cold colours to paint the seasons;

• work with others, make decisions and be
creative (TS&PC).

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Cameras (digital stills cameras, iPad or
mobile device cameras)

• Printout or digital colour wheel showing
primary, secondary and tertiary colours

• PicCollage Edu (or similar collage app or
software)

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Colour

• Seasons

• Red, Yellow, Blue, Green, Orange, Purple

• Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter

• Warm, Cold

• Close-up shot

• Artist

• Collage
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ABC

!

123

INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE
Begin by discussing the seasons. Encourage your pupils to name them.
What colours do they associate with a hot summer or a cold winter day?
Spend time exploring how artists can use colours to represent the seasons and how the colours
they choose can make us feel warm or cold.
WINTER
Pieter Bruegel, The Hunters in the Snow
Utagawa Hiroshige, Night Snow at Kambara
Claude Monet, Snow Scene at Argenteuil
Ivan Shishkin, In the Wild North
SUMMER
David Hockney, The Splash
Vincent van Gogh, Sunflowers
Marc Chagall, A Wheatfield
on a Summer’s Afternoon

COOL

AUTUMN
Vincent van Gogh,
Landscape with Trees

WARM

Andre Derain, Boats in the
Harbour at Collioure

Georgia O’Keeffe, Autumn Leaves
Paul Gauguin, Landscape in Arles
near the Alyscamps
Egon Schiele, Four Trees
SPRING
Claude Monet, Springtime
Alphonse Marie Mucha, The Seasons – Spring
Van Gogh, Blossoming Almond Tree
Jean-Léon Gérôme, Spring
Encourage your pupils to identify the colours in the paintings. Discuss how the paintings and
the colours make them feel. Which painting made them feel warm? Which made them feel
cold? Can they recognise which season each painting depicts?
Once your pupils have had time to explore and talk about the artworks, show them a colour
wheel that displays primary, secondary and tertiary colours. Encourage your pupils to decide
which colours are warm and which are cold. Is one side of the wheel warm and the other side
cold?

ABC

!

Read to the class a book that explores colour and mood, for example My Many Coloured Days,
by Dr Seuss.
Warm hues are yellow through to red-violet.
Cold hues are violet through to yellow-green.
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Warm and cool colours can create the illusion of size. Warm colours make objects look larger
and closer. Cool colours make them look smaller and more distant.
We can make colours cooler or warmer by adding a contrasting colour. For example, we can
make red cooler by adding a little blue so that it becomes a cool red.
For more background information about colour theory and to download colour wheels the
website chrysanthos.com is useful.

DO
Divide the class into small groups. Ask each group to photograph one object for each colour:
red, blue, yellow, green, purple and orange. They should also take pictures of the artworks they
have been exploring.
As with Activity 1, encourage your pupils to try to keep the camera steady, move near and focus
on the object they want to photograph. Introduce the term close-up shot, when the camera is
near the object.

ABC

Ask your pupils to use an app such as PicCollage or MyStory to create a new collage for warm
colours. Ask them to add the photos they have taken of warm coloured objects and paintings
to the app. Depending on their experience or ability with the app, you could encourage them to
add a background, some text or stickers in warm colours. Once complete, make sure they save
their photo to the iPad camera roll.
Encourage them to repeat the process to create a cold collage.

!

TIP! If there are time restrictions, give groups either the cold or warm colour collage to focus
on, rather than asking them to complete both.

REVIEW
STEAM At the end of the lesson, ask your pupils to show their work and talk about whether they think

they have succeeded in choosing warm and cold colours for their collages.

FOLLOW-ON ACTIVITY
Ask your pupils to practise their paint mixing to create cold and warm artworks.

WARM

COLD
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EXPLORING LINE, SHAPE
AND SPACE
To prepare for these activities, encourage your pupils to look at and respond to works by artists,
designers, illustrators or craft workers that uses line, space and shape in interesting and creative
ways. Some of the activities may suggest specific artworks to focus on.

Activity 1: Shape Hunt
Pupils learn about simple shapes and use digital photography to record a shape hunt around
the school.

Activity 2: Kandinsky AR Spheres
Pupils design their own Kandinsky-inspired circle or dot. They can then use the Quiver app
to bring their design to life using Augmented Reality (AR). They will see their circle become a
virtual sphere on the iPad.

Activity 3: Line Drawing
Pupils use pencils and digital tools to create line drawings.
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Activity 1: Shape Hunt
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• take photographs; and

• recognise and name circles, triangles
and squares (and rectangles, if desired);

• work with others (TS&PC).

• select and sort circles, triangles and
squares (and rectangles, if desired);

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Cameras (digital stills cameras or
onboard iPad/mobile device cameras)

• App such as PhotoSpeak

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Shape

• Square (Rectangle)

• Circle

• Camera

• Triangle

• Focus
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INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE

123

Give your pupils the opportunity to talk about the shapes they know. Ask them to think of
objects that are that shape.
Point to objects in the room and/or show examples of artworks. Ask your pupils to name the
shapes they see.

ABC

!

You could also read and explore storybooks that focus on shape such as:
• Round Is a Mooncake: A Book of Shapes by Roseanne Thong
• Shape by Shape by Suse MacDonald
• The Shape of Things by Dayle Ann Dodds
Explain that your pupils are going to have a shape hunt to find certain shapes.

DO
Divide the class into small groups. Give each group a shape to find and access to a camera.
Explain how to use the camera and tell your pupils to make sure the camera is steady and in
focus when they take a picture.
Ask your pupils to work in their groups to take photographs of objects that are their given shape
in the classroom. If time and/or weather allows, you could take them outside to complete their
task. Encourage your pupils to work together to decide what to photograph and take turns to
take the photos.

REVIEW

ABC

!

If possible, once your pupils have completed their shape hunt, project their photos onto a
screen or interactive whiteboard. Encourage the class to discuss whether the groups have been
successful in their task – have they photographed objects that are the correct shape? Could
they improve the photos?
TIP! Use an app such as PhotoSpeak to create a talking shape that could introduce the pupils’
task.
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Activity 2: Kandinsky AR Spheres
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• explore augmented reality and 3D space;

• draw circle shapes;

• take photographs; and

• understand how artists use colour and
shape;

• work with others, make decisions and be
creative (TS&PC).

• understand the difference between 2D
and 3D shapes;

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• iPads with Quiver app installed

• The Dot by Peter H Reynolds (optional)

• Celebrate Dot Day Quiver Colouring
Pack printouts

• Colouring pencils, paints or pastels

SHARED VOCABULARY
• 2D, 3D

• Artist, Kandinsky

• Circle, Sphere, Round

• Camera
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INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE

ABC

Encourage your pupils to look at and talk about the painting Squares with Concentric Circles
(1913) by Wassily Kandinsky.

!

Kandinsky painted this as a study of the emotional and expressionistic use of colour. You can
find more information about this painting and Kandinsky online.
Ask questions such as:
• What shapes can you see?
• Can you count the circles?
• Can you count the squares?
• What colours are in the painting?
• Which parts of the painting do you like best? Why?

ABC

!

You could also read and discuss the book The Dot, by Peter H Reynolds, with the class.

DO
Explain to the class that
everyone is going to design
their own circle (or dot)
inspired by Kandinsky’s
painting. Hand out the Quiver
Dot Day printouts and the
painting or drawing materials.
Encourage your pupils to
choose different colours to use
to paint or draw concentric
circles inside the circle on
the printout. Once they have
completed their designs, hand
out the iPads and demonstrate
how to use the Quiver app.
Then, encourage your pupils
to use the Quiver app to bring
their designs to life!

REVIEW
Once your pupils have
experienced their artwork
coming to life, encourage
them to talk about their
experience – what happened
in the app? What do they like
about their design? What did
they learn?
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123

Encourage your pupils to think about the difference between their drawn 2D circle and the 3D
sphere that appears in the app.
Pass circular and spherical objects around the class for your pupils to look at, handle and talk
about.

STEAM

FOLLOW-ON ACTIVITY IDEAS (KANDINSKY-INSPIRED)
Class Artwork:
Ask your class to work together to create a whole-class Kandinsky-inspired artwork with each
pupil using their dot design as a basis for their part of the artwork.
Encourage your pupils to either create a new design in a different medium or cut out their dot
design and stick it onto a background square. Then ask them to combine their work together to
form a group artwork.
Splendid Circles and Spheres:
Encourage your pupils to use plasticine or clay to make their own circles and spheres.
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Activity 3: Line Drawing
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• use lines to describe texture and
hardness or softness;

• begin to understand that lines are used
in art;

• use a drawing app and explore the
different drawing tools; and

• create line art;

• make decisions and be creative (TS&PC).

• draw with some control;

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Large pieces of paper (A3 or larger)

• Tablet device with drawing app such as
Drawing with Carl installed and styluses,
if available

• Pencils (a selection of hard (H) and soft
(B), if available)

• Drawstring bags with toys of different
hardnesses and textures

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Line

• Wiggly

• Curved

• Thick

• Smooth

• Thin

• Straight

• Hard

• Sharp

• Soft

• Zigzag
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INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE
With your class, look at these artworks:
• Piet Mondrian, New York City 1 (hard straight lines to represent the rhythm of the city and the
skyscrapers)
• Claude Monet, The Japanese Footbridge (soft horizontal, curved lines to suggest peace and
tranquility)
• Brigid Riley, Arrest 2 (curved lines with the optical illusion of movement and energy)
• Wassily Kandinsky, Composition VIII (a variety of straight and curved, thick and thin lines to
create perspective and energy)
• Pablo Picasso, Weeping Women (jagged, zigzag lines to suggest emotion)
• Alexander Calder, Edgar Varèse and Unknown Man (lines used in sculpture to suggest the
form of human heads)
Encourage your pupils to talk about how the artworks make them feel. Ask them what sort of
lines they can see. Introduce vocabulary such as straight, curved or wiggly.

DO
Challenge your pupils to fill their paper with as many types of lines as possible. Encourage
them to create thick, thin, hard and soft lines. They also could explore using pencils of differing
hardness and sharpness to see what happens.
Give your pupils drawstring bags with hard and soft toys of different textures hidden inside.
Make sure each pupil has the chance to feel one object. Encourage them to think about what
they can feel and what types of lines they could use to draw the object. Remind them that there
are no right or wrong ways to do this task.
Then introduce the drawing app for your pupils to draw the object they have felt. Encourage
them to explore the tools and try different types of lines to create their artwork.

REVIEW
Ask your pupils to look at their toy and talk about how they have used different lines to describe
how it feels. Encourage them to compare their work to that of other children who drew the
same object. Discuss the similarities and differences as well as what they like about each other’s
artworks.
If possible, print out your pupils’ digital artworks or display them on screen. Encourage them
to compare their digital artworks to their pencil drawings. Encourage them to discuss their
artworks. Ask them about what they have learned. What were the differences between using
pencils and paper and using a tablet device? Which did they find easier? Which did they enjoy
more? Why?
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TEXTURE AND PATTERN
To prepare for these activities, encourage your pupils to look at and respond to works by artists,
designers, illustrators or craft workers that use texture and pattern in interesting and creative
ways. Some of the activities may suggest specific artworks to focus on.

Activity 1: Elmer Patchwork Patterns
Pupils learn to discriminate between patterned and plain. They use the Elmer’s Photo Patchwork
app and digital photography to create a digital patchwork of patterns found in the classroom or
around the school.

Activity 2: Terrific Textures
Pupils explore the various types of textures in different fabrics through touch and by using a
digital microscope. They use different textured fabrics and objects to decorate clay or plasticine
shapes.

Activity 3: Silly Symmetry
Pupils use the PhotoBooth app to create silly self-portraits, exploring reflective symmetry.
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Activity 1: Elmer Patchwork Patterns
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• create digital patchworks;

• begin to discriminate between patterned
and plain;

• take photographs; and
• work with others, solve problems and be
creative (TS&PC).

• begin to understand how artists use
pattern;

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• iPads with Elmer’s Photo Patchwork
installed

• Lego boards and square pieces of Lego
in different colours, or similar types of
blocks and boards

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Plain

• Camera

• Patterned

• Focus

• Patchwork

• Close-up

• Photography

INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE

ABC

!
123

Read Elmer by David McKee with your class.
As you read, ask your pupils to point out the differences between Elmer and the other
elephants. Introduce the words patchwork, patterned and plain.
You could also introduce discussions about being different.
Then, challenge your pupils to create their own patchwork pattern using Lego pieces on a
board. You could ask your more capable pupils to ensure that each piece is a different colour to
the piece beside it.
Ask your pupils to copy Elmer’s colours on the board. You could also give your pupils squares of
craft foam to use in this activity.

123

Show your pupils examples of patterns, using objects that you have found or images. You
could continue the theme of animal or nature patterns. Encourage your pupils to continue to
discriminate between plain and patterned.
(There are plenty of patchwork resources online, for example the Victoria and Albert Museum
website.)
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DO
Ask your pupils to work in groups. Give each group an iPad with the Elmer app installed.
Demonstrate how to use the app.
Ask each group to pick an elephant and a patchwork pattern.

ABC

!

Then ask each pupil to take turns to photograph patterns they find around the classroom or
school to decorate their elephant.
TIP! You may need to provide patterned objects and images.
Encourage your pupils to keep the camera steady, move near to and focus on the object they
want to photograph. Introduce the term close-up shot (when the camera is near the object).
Once each group has completed their elephant, ask them to press the share button to save an
image of their design to the camera roll.

REVIEW
If possible, display the children’s designs on the interactive whiteboard or a projector screen for
the whole class to look at. Encourage your pupils to talk about what they have done and what
they like about their elephants. Discuss what they might change and what their favourite pattern
was and why.
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Activity 2: Terrific Textures
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• use a digital microscope;

• use our senses (touch and sight);

• manipulate tools and materials; and

• categorise by colour and texture;

• work with others, make decisions and be
creative (TS&PC).

• describe textures;

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Digital microscopes (such as Easi Scope
or ProScope)

• Rolling pins
• Clay or plasticine and shape cutters

• Different textured materials (ask your
pupils to bring in some from home)

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Touch

• Rough, Smooth, Hairy, Furry, Bobbly,
Soft, Open weave, Tight weave,
See-through

• Feel
• Look

• Decorate

• Texture

• Microscope
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INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE
Ask your pupils to select a piece of fabric. Then, encourage them to categorise their fabrics by
colour.
After they have looked at and felt their fabrics, ask them to think of other ways to describe and
categorise them. Suggest words such as rough, smooth, hairy, furry, bobbly or soft.

DO
Explain that a digital microscope allows us to look very closely at something (magnify). If
possible, demonstrate using a microscope through the interactive whiteboard or projector or
show the class images captured by the microscope.
Encourage your pupils to take turns to use a digital microscope to examine their fabric. If the
microscope allows, they could photograph their magnified fabric. Ask them to think of words to
describe what they see.

REVIEW
If possible, display your pupils’ photos of the magnified fabrics on the interactive whiteboard or
projector screen for a class discussion. Encourage the class to think about the words they might
use when they feel the fabric and those they might use when they look at the fabric. What extra
things did they see when they used the microscope?
STEAM

Suggest vocabulary such as open weave, tight weave or see-through.

FOLLOW-ON ACTIVITIES
Clay Decoration:
Encourage your pupils to use the textured fabric and objects (such as leaves) to decorate clay
or plasticine.
Ask your pupil to use shape cutters to cut out a shape from plasticine or clay. Then, encourage
them to apply the fabric to the shape, gently rolling it to leave a texture. They could also use
textured objects to stamp on patterns and textures. If using clay, they could then dry and paint
it.
STEAM Waterproofing Properties of Fabrics:

Encourage your pupils to look at the properties of waterproof fabrics through science enquiry.
After giving them a selection of waterproof and non-waterproof fabrics, ask your pupils to
predict which ones they think will allow water through. Encourage them to carry out their
investigation and discuss whether their predictions were correct. Then ask them to use the
microscope to look more closely at the differences between the fabrics. Ask them why more
open weave fabrics might let water in.
Ask your pupils to document this activity with digital photographs and make these into a digital
story.
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Activity 3: Silly Symmetry
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• use live filters; and

• explore reflective symmetry;

• work with others, make decisions and be
creative (TS&PC).

• find lines of symmetry;
• use a digital camera;

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• iPads with Photo Booth app (or similar)

• Pencils and rulers

• Printouts of the children’s photos
(see DO)

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Mirror

• Photography

• Reflect

• Camera

• Symmetry

• Filter

INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE

123

Ask the class to look at and
discuss examples of reflective
symmetry.
The class could do this as part
of a wider numeracy activity,
focusing on symmetry.

DO
Encourage your pupils to take
turns to explore the PhotoBooth
app’s live Mirror filter and take
photos of themselves. If possible,
print these out and ask your
pupils to use rulers to draw the
line of symmetry on their photos.

REVIEW
Ask your pupils to discuss their photos. Encourage them to talk about what they understand
about reflection as well as what they enjoyed about the activity.
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REVIEWING THE LEARNING:
FOUNDATION STAGE
Name of child/group:						

Consider these questions when you
evaluate the learning in this section:
Evaluate

• Can children identify the three primary
colours in their environment?
• Can children recognise that colours can be
mixed to create new colours using media
such as brushes and paint or the tools in
some apps?
• Can children recognise warm and cool
colours?
• Can children recognise simple shapes?
• How did the children use a camera to capture
specified images?
• Can they keep a camera steady and in focus?
• Can the children recognise how to take a
close-up photo shot?
• Can children draw a range of different types
of lines using either pencils or the tools in a
drawing app?
• Can the children recognise and describe a
range of different colours and textures?
• Can they use drawing tools to show texture?
• Can the children recognise the difference
between plain and pattern and describe
patterns they have observed in artworks?
• Can the children recognise the features of a
collage?
• How did the children use the features of their
given app to create their own artwork?
• How did the children use the digital
microscope?
• How have the children worked together in
groups?
• What support did they require in the
activities?
• What processes did they go through?
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Date:

Notes

KS1
KEY STAGE 1:
EXPLORING WITH
PURPOSE
THIS SECTION PROMOTES:
looking at and interacting with a
range of artworks;
talking about a range of artworks;
responding to and talking about the
ideas represented in the artworks;
exploring space, shape, colour, line
and pattern with more purpose;
investigating and exploring a range
of art mediums and tools, including
digital drawing; and
exploring and using photography,
digital imaging and design tools for
self-expression with more purpose.
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INTRODUCTION
At Key Stage 1, children may begin to feel more self-conscious about their ability to draw and
express themselves through art. Encourage your pupils to explore their creative ideas and
develop confidence and self-esteem.

ART AND DESIGN IN THE CURRICULUM AT KEY STAGE 1
The Northern Ireland Curriculum for Art and Design at Key Stage 1 states that pupils should
be enabled to:
• investigate and respond to direct sensory experience, including visual, verbal, spatial and
tactile dimensions, memory and imagination;
• look at and talk about resource material to stimulate their own ideas;
• enjoy and appreciate the work of artists, designers and craft workers from their own and
other cultures, using what they have seen as a starting point for their own work;
• explore the visual elements of colour, tone, line, shape, form, space, texture and pattern
to express ideas;
• talk about their own and others’ work and how it was made, using observations to
identify difficulties and suggest modifications; and
• experiment with a range of media, materials, tools and processes such as drawing,
painting, printmaking, malleable materials, textiles and three-dimensional construction.
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OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES
Below is an overview of the activities suggested for Key Stage 1 organised by colour, line, space
and shape, and texture and pattern, with their accompanying curricular links.
You may also find activities from the Foundation Stage section useful at Key Stage 1.

COLOUR
NAME

TECHNOLOGY EXPLORED

CURRICULAR LINKS

Feelings Filters

Digital Photography

Literacy, PDMU

Pop Art Collage

Digital Art

WAU

Marvellous Monochromes

Digital Art

WAU

NAME

TECHNOLOGY EXPLORED

CURRICULAR LINKS

Positive, Negative

Digital Art

Mondrian House Design

3D Design

Numeracy

Terrific Tangrams

Digital Design

Numeracy

NAME

TECHNOLOGY EXPLORED

CURRICULAR LINKS

Outside Art

Digital Photography

WAU

Arcimboldo Faces

Digital Art

WAU

Insect Symmetry

Digital Art

Numeracy, Literacy, WAU

LINE, SHAPE AND SPACE

TEXTURE AND PATTERN
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EXPLORING COLOUR
To prepare for these activities, encourage your pupils to look at and respond to works by artists,
designers, illustrators or craft workers that use colour in interesting and creative ways. Some of
the activities may suggest specific artworks to focus on.

Activity 1: Feelings Filters
Pupils explore the expressive qualities of colour and composition to create moody self-portraits
using digital photography and photo ﬁlters.

Activity 2: Pop Art Collage
Following on from Activity 1, pupils use photo filters and a collage app to create an Andy
Warhol-inspired Pop Art portrait of themselves.

Activity 3: Marvellous Monochromes
Pupils learn how to create tints and shades and choose a warm or cold colour (hue) to create
monochromatic digital artworks based on landscapes in an app such as Brushes.
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Activity 1: Feelings Filters
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• express ourselves using facial expression
and body language;

• express our emotions;

• take photographs with some control;
and

• express ourselves using colour and
composition;

• work with others, make decisions and be
creative (TS&PC).

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Cameras (digital stills cameras or mobile
device cameras)

• Software or app with colour photo filters
such as PS Express

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Happy, Sad, Angry, Scared, Surprised,
Disgusted

ABC

• Photograph
• Photo filter

• Long shot, Mid shot, Close-up

• Warm, Cold colours

• Portrait, Self-portrait

123

INSTRUCTIONS
STEAM

PLAN AND EXPLORE
Encourage your pupils to talk about different colours and name the primary and secondary
colours. Ask them to think about how colours make them feel and which colours are warm or
cold. (See Foundation Stage colour activities for more ideas on exploring this).

!

Ask your pupils to explore artworks that use colour and expressive techniques to convey
emotion. Encourage them to talk about how the artworks make them feel and why they think
that might be.
Here are some suggestions:
Pablo Picasso, The Tragedy – cold blues represent sadness and despair. A long shot is used to
show body language that conveys the grief and the relationship of the group.
Gustave Courbet, The Desperate Man – green tones express a feeling of illness, while the
cheeks and mouth seem flushed with red highlighting the sense of desperation. The use of a
close-up focuses on the emotion of the face, particularly the wide staring eyes and expressive
positioning of the hands on the head.
Grant Wood, American Gothic – dull browns and greys highlight the sombre and sinister
atmosphere of the picture. The mid-shot shows the location (a farm) and the relationship
between the couple (note the positioning of the woman behind the man, and how she is
looking out of the frame). It also shows the man tightly holding the pitchfork in what could be a
threatening way.
John William Godward, The Quiet Pet – pinks and browns give a feeling of warmth and
romance and the long shot shows relaxed body language and an idyllic location.
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!
The Italian artist Jeffrey Isaac has also created a series of emotional paintings, available at
www.jeffreyisaac.com. You could also introduce Franz Xavier Messerschmidt’s character heads.
These are sculptures of faces with extremely contorted expressions. The work of these artists
would be useful to look at and discuss when creating emotion through facial expression. Your
pupils could then practise creating their own facial expressions.

ABC
123

You could also read and discuss My Many Coloured Days, a book by Dr. Seuss, with the class.

DO

Explain that your pupils are going to create their own photo self-portrait. Ask them to decide
what type of emotion they would like to express in their portrait. Encourage them to think about
ABC how they might do this. Give them time to consider whether they would like to use a close-up
STEAM
(head and shoulders only – a lot of facial emotion shown) or a mid-shot (from the waist up –
more body language shown).

123

Ask your pupils to work in pairs to take photos of each other (against a plain background, if
possible). The pupil who is having the photo taken should direct the photographer to frame
the shot correctly (in a mid shot or close-up). Make sure the pupil taking the photo holds the
STEAM camera steady and focuses the camera. If they are using mobile devices, tell them to use the
front camera so that they can take their own photos of themselves.

!

When your pupils are happy with their photos, ask them to use the app or software to apply
a filter that suits their emotion. Encourage them to think about which filter makes their photo
warm or cold and whether this matches their chosen emotion.

!

TIP! In the Photoshop Express app, the Duo Tone filter allows you to apply colour tints to
images.

REVIEW
If possible, display your pupils’ final photos on the interactive whiteboard or projector screen for
class discussion. Ask the class to guess the emotion each pupil is expressing, before the pupil
talks about their photo. Encourage your pupils to talk about what they like about their photo
and what they might change. Did they think they were successful at expressing their emotion?
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Activity 2: Pop Art Collage
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• apply photo filters;

• explore art history and pop art;

• create digital collages; and

• take photos with some control;

• work with others, make decisions and be
creative (TS&PC).

• create self-portraits;

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• A photo filter app or software with
colour photo filters such as PS Express

• A collage app or software such as PS
Express or Pic Collage Edu

SHARED VOCABULARY

ABC
123
STEAM

• Portrait, Self-portrait

• Andy Warhol

• Close-up

• Filter

• Pop art

• Collage

INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE
Begin by looking at pop art and the artist Andy Warhol with the class.

!

Warhol is an American artist known as a major figure in the pop art movement. His works
explore the relationship between artistic expression, celebrity culture and advertising that
flourished in the 1960s.
Explore and discuss the following Andy Warhol artworks with the class.
Andy Warhol, Marilyn Monroe (Marilyn) 1967 FS II.22-31
The Marilyn Monroe Full Suite is a set of screen-prints that make up one of Andy Warhol’s
most recognised portfolios. Each print is vibrantly coloured to reflect her vivacious personality.
In many of the prints, her iconic lips are boldly coloured a deep red. Many of the prints also
emphasise her platinum blonde hair by adding variants of yellow. In one of the prints, the image
is coloured in silver and black, a stark departure from its vivid counterparts. This brings to mind
the effect of watching her in black and white on the cinema screen. The dark colours are also a
sombre reminder of her death. The colours ultimately bring Marilyn Monroe’s iconic status and
celebrity glamour to life. By creating repetitive imagery, Warhol evokes her ubiquitous celebrity
status.
Campbell’s Soup Cans, 1962
When Warhol first exhibited Campbell’s Soup Cans, each of the thirty-two canvases rested on a
shelf mounted on the wall, like groceries in a shop. The number of paintings corresponds to the
varieties of soup the Campbell Soup Company then sold.
Warhol assigned a different soup variety to each, checking them off on a product list supplied
by Campbell, once their ‘portraits’ were completed.
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Double Elvis, 1963
Andy Warhol’s Double Elvis achieves a strobe effect, emulating a filmstrip or the passage
of time. By layering two images of Elvis one over the other, Warhol creates an illusion of
movement.
Self-portrait, 1967
Warhol was an expert colourist. He juxtaposed primary and secondary colours as well as
different hues of the same colour to evoke mystery and mood. Primary reds, turquoise blues
and yellows dominate, contrasting with secondary greens, oranges, pinks, and burgundies. In
time, Warhol’s self-portraits became as famous as the iconic portraits of Marilyn Monroe or
Elizabeth Taylor – the artist had become a celebrity.

DO
Ask your pupils to take a self-portrait using the front camera of a mobile device. Encourage
them to try to keep the camera in focus and make sure their heads and shoulders are visible in
the photo (a close-up shot).

ART EXTENSION IDEA
Your pupils could use their photos as a reference to draw a self-portrait that they could then
photograph to create a pop art collage.
Once they are happy with their photos, ask your pupils to use an app, such as PS Express, to
choose and apply four different coloured filters. Make sure that they save each of these to their
photo library. Encourage them to use a collage creation app such as PS Express or Pic Collage
to create a four-image collage in the style of Andy Warhol.

REVIEW
Encourage your pupils to talk about what they like about their finished collages and why they
have chosen certain colours. Would they change anything next time?
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Activity 3: Marvellous Monochromes
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• colour mix tints and shades;

• understand what a hue is;

• learn how to use a digital colour wheel
to pick and mix colours;

• recognise primary and secondary
colours;

• create digital artwork; and

• understand the difference between
warm and cold colours;

• make decisions and be creative (TS&PC).

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Mixing trays and paints

• Drawing styli (optional)

• Mobile devices with drawing app such as
Brushes

SHARED VOCABULARY

ABC

• Hue

• Colour mixing

• Tint, Shade

• Monochrome

• Light, Dark

• Colour wheel

• Primary, Secondary

• Landscape

• Warm, Cold

123
STEAM

INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE
Start by recapping primary and secondary colours. Explain that you can make colours (hues)
lighter by adding a small amount of white or darker by adding a small amount of black.

!

A shade of a colour is made by adding black.
A tint of a colour is made by adding white.
Then, look at the following paintings, which use monochromatic colour schemes. Discuss
these with the class to encourage your pupils to name the main colour (hue) and talk about
how that colour makes them feel.
• The Blind Man’s Meal by Pablo Picasso (blue hue)
• Interlude by Milton Avery 1960 (yellow hue)
• Red Hills, Grey Sky by Georgia O’Keeffe (red hue)
• Mont Sainte-Victoire by Paul Cézanne (green hue)
• Waterloo Bridge, Blurred Sun by Claude Monet (purple hue)
• Meeting (The Three Graces) by Manierre Dawson (Orange hue)
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Give each pupil a blank sheet of paper and some paints. Ask them to pick a colour (hue).
Encourage them to create shades of the colour by mixing in a small amount of black paint each
time and painting it onto the handout. Then, ask them to create tints by adding a small amount
of white paint each time and painting it onto the handout.
Explain that they have created a monochromatic colour scheme: a single colour hue of
different tints and shades. Now explain to your pupils that they are going to create a landscape
using a monochromatic colour scheme.
Artists use light tints and dark shades of colours to help make objects appear three-dimensional
or real. This technique, called shading (or value), helps to add depth.
Look at and discuss the following landscapes with your pupils. Encourage them to examine the
light and dark areas of the paintings. Ask them to consider how the artists have used light tints
and dark shades to build up a feeling of depth in the landscape.
• Wanderer above the Sea of Fog (1818) by Caspar David Friedrich
• Dawn, Killary Harbour by Paul Henry
• The Fox (1937) by John Luke
• Rust Red Hills by Georgia O’Keeffe
• Sun Water Maine (1922) by Georgia O’Keeffe
• Lake George by Georgia O’Keeffe

DO
Encourage your pupils to start by choosing a colour (hue) on the colour wheel of the drawing
app. Ask them to use the value picker to create shades and tints.
Ask them to start their artwork with the lightest tint at the top of the page and work their way
down to the darkest shade at the bottom to create their landscape. They could add trees,
shrubs or other items in the darkest shade at the end to create a silhouette effect.
Encourage your pupils to be creative and experiment with different brushes and sizes to create
the different parts of the landscape.

REVIEW
Encourage your pupils to talk about what they like about their finished artworks. Would they
change anything next time? Can they remember what a tint is? Can they remember what a
shade is? What is monochromatic?
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EXPLORING LINE, SHAPE
AND SPACE
To prepare your pupils for these activities, encourage them to look at and respond to works by
artists, designers, illustrators or craft workers that use line, shape and space in interesting and
creative ways. Some of the activities may suggest specific artworks to focus on.

Activity 1: Positive, Negative
Pupils explore positive and negative space and create digital artworks in a drawing app such as
Brushes.

Activity 2: Mondrian House Design
Pupils design Mondrian-inspired houses and create them in 3D using an app such as Minecraft.

Activity 3: Terrific Tangrams
Pupils use an app such as tangrams to create their own tangram designs.
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Activity 1: Positive, Negative
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• draw and trace with some control; and

• begin to understand positive and
negative space;

• make decisions and be creative (TS&PC).

• take photographs with some control;
• use different types and sizes of drawing
tools for different effects;

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Mobile devices with a drawing app such
as Brushes (which allows you to import
photos and draw over them)

• Plain backgrounds to place the objects
on or against

• Different shaped objects (perhaps on a
theme such as toys or nature)

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Positive and Negative space

• Photograph

• Reverse

• Silhouette

• Invert

• Trace

ABC
123

INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE

STEAM Remind the class that a shape:

• is made of a line or lines;
• has an inside and an outside; and
• is completely enclosed by the line or lines that make up its edges.

!

Explain that negative space is space we see around an object. Positive space is the shape of the
object itself.
With the class, look at some artworks that use positive and negative space.
Blackbird in Snow, by Ohara Koson
The bird and branches take up positive space in the top half of the frame.
The bottom half of the artwork is almost entirely negative space. This creates a sense of height,
suggesting that we are looking up at a bird in a tree above us. The negative space also draws
our attention to the thin, vertical forms of snowy branches hanging down through the image.
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Habitat 67, by architect Moshe Safdie

ABC
123
STEAM

This is a housing development in Montreal made from prefabricated cube-shaped units. The
cubes take up positive space. Rather than stacking the cubes into one larger mass, Safdie has
arranged them to create gaps. These gaps are negative space. They help break up the structure,
create circulation space and allow light and air to reach more parts of the project, so that each
home can have its own roof garden.
Explain that we may see positive and negative
space in different ways. Look at the famous
Rubin’s vase optical illusion.
Ask your pupils if they see faces or a vase. If they
see a vase, the white space is positive and the
black is negative. If they see faces, the black space
is positive and the white space is negative.

!
ABC
123

During the twentieth century, graphic artist M.C.
Escher created non-geometric, tessellated designs
such as Regular Division of the Plane III. Show
this to your pupils and ask if they see the black
mounted warriors or the white. Explain that those
you see first are the positive images, but that the
positive and negative are interchangeable. The
artist may be saying that in a battle, each side has
equally important but starkly different causes.
Explain that your pupils are going to create their
own artwork based on positive and negative
space.

STEAM

DO
Ask your pupils to choose an object, (or give them an object to use). Encourage them to take a
photo of the object against a plain background. Remind them to make sure that they position
the whole object in the frame as well as some of the background.

!

TIP! Depending on your pupils’ abilities and/or time constraints, you could use a photo that you
have taken instead.
Once your pupils are happy with their photos, ask them to import them into a suitable drawing
app.
Encourage your pupils to use white and a hard brush or pen tool to trace round the shape of
the object and colour all the background space (the negative space) white. Then, ask them
to fill in the object (the positive space) completely with black. Once they are happy with their
artwork, make sure that they save it to the camera roll.
If the app allows, encourage the children to experiment with inverting the image. Inverting
means making light colours dark and dark colours light. What happens? Is the positive and
negative space still the same? (Some photo editing apps also have an invert filter that reverses
the colours in the image.)

REVIEW
Share and discuss your pupils’ work with the class. Did they find anything difficult about the
task? Is there anything they would do differently? What have they learned about positive and
negative space?
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Activity 2: Mondrian House Design
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• explore and understand 3D space;

• find out about Mondrian and abstract art;

• construct a building using 3D cubes; and

• plan and design a Mondrian inspired
building;

• make decisions, problem solve and be
creative (TS&PC).

• measure and scale;

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Graph paper, pencils, coloured pencils
and rubbers

• Mobile devices with an app such as
Minecraft installed

SHARED VOCABULARY:
• Mondrian

• Cube, Cuboid

• Primary colours

• 3D

• Abstract

• Scale

• Line, Shape, Space

• Floor plan

• Square, Rectangle
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ABC

STEAM
STEAM

123

INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE

!!

form of abstraction called neo-plasticism in which he limited himself to straight, horizontal and
vertical lines and basic primary colours.

!

Watch the video Famous Paintings Mondrian, which shows how Mondrian’s paintings went from
representational to abstract. What do the children notice about how the painting style changes?
What types of shapes and lines does he use at the beginning? What are they like at the end?
How do the colours change?

STEAM Piet Mondrian was a Dutch artist known for his geometric abstract art. He developed a new

ABC
123

Remind the children what primary and secondary colours are by watching the video by
Sesame Street: OK Go - Three Primary Colors.
Look at some of Mondrian’s neo-plasticism art with the class, for example:
• Composition with Yellow, Blue and Red (1937–42)

STEAM •

New York City 1

• Place de la Concorde
What do they notice about the art? What does it have in common? How do the paintings make
them feel?

!
ABC
123

Explain that your pupils are going to design a Mondrian-inspired 3D house, using Minecraft (or
similar app or software).
Show the class some examples of houses inspired by Mondrian such as those in this Arch Daily
article.
Remind them that they must only use black, white and primary colours and straight horizontal
and/or vertical lines, just like Mondrian.

STEAM Ask your pupils to come up with a design for a house. Give them graph paper to help them

draw the front view of the house. Remind them to think about using each square of the paper
to represent one block in Minecraft. Once they have designed the front, ask them to use the
same method to draw a floor plan of the house (top view). Depending on their abilities, you
could encourage some to consider incorporating different rooms into the house.

!

TIP! Ask your pupils to count the number of blocks they have used for the width of the front of
the house as a guide for the floor plan. Remind them that walls take up at least a block in size.
If your pupils have not used the app or software before, give them the opportunity to explore it
before completing the final activity.

DO
If using Minecraft, ask your pupils to use creative mode to build their house, using their plans as
a guide. They can use concrete blocks, wooden or glass blocks to create the house. Once they
have completed their houses, ask them to take screenshots of different views of the house.

REVIEW
Give your pupils an opportunity to look at, explore and discuss each other’s designs. What do
they like about them? Would they make any recommendations? How might they improve their
own work? What might they do differently next time?
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Activity 3: Terrific Tangrams
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• use 2D shapes to design and create
patterns, designs and objects or animals;
and

• name 2D shapes (square, triangle,
parallelogram);

• make decisions and be creative (TS&PC).

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Computer or mobile devices with access to a tangram or shape creation app such as
Pattern Shapes (iPad and online) or Mini-U Tangrams (iPad)

SHARED VOCABULARY
• 2D shape

• Square, Triangle, Parallelogram

• Geometric

• Rotate

• Tangram

• Pattern
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INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE
Look at artworks that use geometric shapes, for example:
• Snap Roll, 1965, by Dean Fleming uses flat isosceles triangles, trapezoids and a single central
parallelogram to produce the illusion of a 3D.
• Orange/Green, 1964, by Ellsworth Kelly
• Castle and Sun, 1928, by Paul Klee
• Composition in Green and Black, 1949, by John McLaughlin
• Around a round, 1959, and Side Wise, 1994, by Frederick Hammersley
• Mach 11, 1964, by Kenneth Noland
Ask the class to explore geometric quilt designs. Encourage your pupils to name the shapes
used and think about how they make them feel.

ABC

Read Grandfather Tang’s Story by Ann Tompert or Three Pigs, One Wolf, Seven Magic Shapes
by Grace Maccarone, which explore tangram shapes with the children.

123

If your pupils are using an app or software that has a game element, give them time to play with
the app and/or become familiar with manipulating the shapes.

DO
STEAM

!

Explain that your pupils are going to create their own designs using geometric shapes. You may
want to link this into a topic you are covering or you could choose from the suggested tasks
below.
Option 1:
Create a repeating pattern with shapes and colours.
Option 2:
Taking inspiration from Grandfather Tang’s story, create
an animal using squares, triangles and parallelograms.
The children could go on to write a short story about
the animal they create.

ABC
123
STEAM

Option 3:
Try to fill the entire work area with different coloured
shapes to create a geometric artwork. You could
make this more challenging by asking them to make it
symmetrical.

REVIEW
Encourage your pupils to share their work for group discussion. Can they remember the names
of the shapes? Would they do anything differently next time? What did they enjoy? Did they find
anything difficult?

EXTENSION ACTIVITY
Encourage your pupils to use graph paper, rulers and coloured pencils to replicate their design.

!
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EXPLORING TEXTURE AND
PATTERN
To prepare your pupils for these activities, encourage them to look at and respond to works
by artists, designers, illustrators or craft workers that use texture and pattern in interesting and
creative ways. Some of the activities may suggest specific artworks to focus on.

Activity 1: Outside Art
Pupils take inspiration from the artist Andy Goldsworthy and explore texture, pattern and
symmetry by creating art using found objects outside.

Activity 2: Arcimboldo Faces
Pupils use an app such as Faces iMake to create an Arcimboldo-inspired self-portrait using
objects to represent their likes, interests and personality.

Activity 3: Insect Symmetry
Pupils explore symmetry in insects and use a drawing app to create symmetrical insect
illustrations.
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Activity 1: Outside Art
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• create our own artworks using natural
found objects;

• find out more about an artist;

• consider composition;

• think about our environment and explore
found pattern, texture and symmetry;

• take photos with some control; and
• make decisions and be creative (TS&PC).

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Mobile devices or digital cameras

ABC
123
STEAM
STEAM

• Access to a variety of natural materials
such as leaves, flowers, shells, feathers,
nuts or seeds

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Environment

• Photograph

INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE
Explore the life and work of Andy Goldsworthy with the children:

!

Andy Goldsworthy is a British sculptor, photographer and environmentalist who produces sitespecific sculptures and land art in natural and urban settings. He lives and works in Scotland.
You could ask your pupils to find out more about his life and work online.
With the class, look at some work by Andy Goldsworthy that focuses on circles, for example:
• Rowan Leaves and Hole
• Green Leaves
• Woven Branch Circular Arch
• Elder Leaf Patch
Encourage your pupils to think about what each artwork has in common and how they differ.
Ask your pupils:
• How do you think the artist has created them?
• What has the artist used?
• Is there a pattern to how the artist has placed the materials?
• Do you notice any symmetry?
• Why do you think the artist created circles?
• What do you think has happened to the artwork since its creation? Why do you think the
artist has taken photographs?
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Encourage your pupils to think about how the artwork becomes part of the natural environment
and how the elements might affect it. Make sure that they understand that the artwork
they create may be temporary and will change with time and weather. That’s why they will
photograph their artwork when it is complete.
If possible, give your pupils the opportunity to gather natural materials from outside. If this isn’t
possible, you could supply some natural materials for them to choose from. Ask them to think
about the types of materials they could gather. How they might use these to make an artwork?

DO
If weather allows, ask your pupils to choose a location to create their artwork. Encourage them
to carefully choose and place the natural objects they have collected into the design of their
choice. Once they are happy with their artwork, ask them to use a mobile device or digital
camera to take a photo, carefully considering how to frame and focus on their artwork.
If weather does not allow for outside creativity, your pupils could use coloured paper as a
background to create their designs indoors.

REVIEW
If possible, print or display your pupils’ photos on the interactive whiteboard or projector screen
for class discussion. Would they do anything differently next time? What did they enjoy?
Did they find anything difficult?
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Activity 2: Arcimboldo Faces
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• take pride in ourselves and respect one
another as individuals; and

• take photos with some control;

• make decisions and be creative (TS&PC).

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Mobile devices with an app such as Faces iMake installed

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Arcimboldo

• Order

• Seasons, Spring, Summer, Autumn,
Winter

• Front, Back
• Rotate

• Portrait, Self-portrait

• Resize
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STEAM

INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE

!

Giuseppe Arcimboldo was an Italian painter known for creating portraits made of flowers, fruits,
vegetables, fish or books.
Look at the paintings The Seasons with the class. In these paintings Arcimboldo has created a
series of portraits for each season. Can they recognise which portrait reflects which season?
How do they know?
Encourage them to think about how the artist has used the objects to create the shape of the
face and why they think the artist chose certain objects for specific seasons.
Explain to your pupils that they are going to create their own Arcimboldo-inspired self-portrait
using objects to represent their personality. Give the class opportunities to explore the app and
think about the types of objects they might use.

DO
Ask your pupils to take a selfie or ask a classmate to take a close-up photo of their face on the
iPad they are using. They should then import their photos into Faces iMake (or a similar app).
Once they have imported their photo, encourage them to try to recreate their face with objects
that represent their personality, trying to cover as much of the photo as possible. When they are
happy with their portrait, ask them to export it to the camera roll.

REVIEW
Ask your pupils to work in pairs to evaluate their work. Encourage them to think of two things
they like about their partner’s artwork and one thing they think their partner could improve.
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Activity 3: Insect Symmetry
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• draw with some control; and

• understand reflective symmetry;

• make decisions and be creative (TS&PC).

• use the symmetry tool in a drawing app;
• use different types and sizes of drawing
tools for different effects;

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Mobile devices with drawing app with
symmetry option such as Drawing with
Carl or Sketchbook installed

• Photos or images of symmetry in
insects printed out for pupils to
choose from
• Pencils and rulers

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Insect

• Observe

• Reflective symmetry

• Illustration

• Mirror

• Opacity

• Draw

ABC
123
ABC

INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE
Look at some photos and illustrations of insects with reflective symmetry.
Talk to the class about what they notice about the insects. What colours, patterns and textures
do they see? Do the insects have anything in common?

STEAM Discuss where the line of symmetry is.

123

Ask each pupil to choose an image of an insect and draw the line of symmetry on it using a
pencil and ruler. They could do this as part of a wider numeracy lesson on symmetry.
Explain that your pupils are going to create their own illustrations of insects, using a symmetry

STEAM tool in a drawing app. Explain that an illustration is a drawing or painting created by an artist.

!

ABC

!

TIP! If your pupils have not used the app before, give them time to explore the app and tools
before they start their actual artworks.
LITERACY LINK: You could read and discuss illustrated books such as The Very Hungry
Caterpillar by Eric Carle or Insect Detective by Steve Voake and illustrated by Charlotte Voake.

123
STEAM
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DO
Ask your pupils to turn the reflective symmetry on in the app they are going to use to draw.
Ask them to fold their printed insect image down the line of symmetry, so they can only see
half of the picture. Explain that they will use this to draw half the insect and the app will use the
symmetry tool to create a reflection of their drawing.
As they draw, encourage them to observe their picture and try to use different tools and effects
to create their illustration.

REVIEW
If possible, print or display your pupils’ illustrations on the interactive whiteboard or projector
screen. Encourage them to talk about their own and others’ work. Ask them:
• What do you like about the illustrations?
• What might you do differently? What did you enjoy?
• Did you find anything difficult?
• Can you remember what symmetry is?

ABC EXTENSION LITERACY ACTIVITY
123

Ask your pupils to import their drawings into an e-book creation app such as My Story or
Book Creator. Then encourage them to create a piece of writing or a poem to go with their
illustration.

STEAM

!
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REVIEWING THE LEARNING: KEY STAGE 1
Name of child/group:						

Consider these questions when you
evaluate the learning in this section:
Evaluate

• Can children identify primary and secondary
colours and tints of different colours in
artworks and in their own environment?
• Can children recognise how colours can be
mixed to create other colours and colour
tints using media such as brushes and paint
or digital tools?
• Can children recognise how artists can use
colour, expression and position in their work
to convey different emotions?
• How did the children use colour in their own
artwork?
• Can children recognise how shapes are
made of a line or lines and inside and outside
space?
• Can they recognise symmetry in patterns and
objects?
• How do they frame and focus their subject
when using a camera and can they use
appropriate shots e.g. close-ups, mid-shots
and long-shots for a composition?
• How did the children use the features of their
given app to create their own artwork?
• How did they use photo filters to express
emotion and feeling?
• How did they use drawing tools in their
activities?
• How did the children use shapes and pattern
in their own artwork?
• How have the children worked together in
groups?
• What support did they require in the
activities?
• What processes did they go through?
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Date:

Notes

KS2
KEY STAGE 2:
EXPLORING WITH
PURPOSE AND
CONTROL
THIS SECTION PROMOTES:
looking at and interacting with a wide
range of artworks;
talking about a wide range of artworks;
responding to and talking about the
ideas represented in the artworks;
creating artworks with a sense of
understanding of space, shape,
colour, line and pattern;
investigating and using a range of art
mediums and tools with more control,
including digital drawing; and
exploring and using photography, digital
imaging and design tools with purpose
and control for self-expression.
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INTRODUCTION
At Key Stage 2, pupils may feel self-conscious about their ability to draw and express themselves
through art. It is important to encourage them to explore their creative ideas and develop
confidence and self-esteem.
At this stage, encourage your pupils to explore combining apps or software and traditional
methods to create mixed-media artworks.

ART AND DESIGN IN THE CURRICULUM AT KEY STAGE 2
Pupils should be enabled to:
• engage with observing, investigating and responding to first-hand experiences, memory
and imagination;
• collect, examine and select resource material to use in developing ideas;
• look at and talk about the work of artists, designers and craft workers from their own and
other cultures;
• appreciate methods used in the resource materials and use their appreciation to
stimulate personal ideas and engage with informed art making;
• develop their understanding of the visual elements of colour, tone, line, shape, form,
space, texture and pattern to communicate their ideas;
• evaluate their own and others’ work and how it was made, explain and share their ideas,
discussing difficulties and reviewing and modifying their work to find solutions; and
• use a range of media, materials, tools and processes such as: drawing, painting,
printmaking, malleable materials, textiles and three-dimensional construction, selecting
which is appropriate in realising personal ideas and intentions.
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OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES
Here is an overview of the activities suggested for Key Stage 2 organised by Colour, Line, Space
and Shape and Texture and Pattern, as well as any curricular links in addition to Art and Design.
Although the activities are still organised by the elements of art, it is important to encourage
your pupils to begin to consider all these areas when creating their artworks.
You may also find activities from the Key Stage 1 useful at Key Stage 2.

COLOUR
NAME

TECHNOLOGY EXPLORED

CURRICULAR LINKS

Colour Splash

Digital Photography

WAU

Complementary Colour
Portrait

Digital Art

WAU

NAME

TECHNOLOGY EXPLORED

CURRICULAR LINKS

My Logo

Digital Design

PDMU, Literacy

Silhouette Self-portrait

Digital Art

WAU, PDMU

Minecraft Architects

3D Design

WAU, Numeracy

NAME

TECHNOLOGY EXPLORED

CURRICULAR LINKS

Pattern Text

Digital Photography

Literacy

Victorian Pattern Makers

Digital Design

Numeracy

Viking Wanted Poster

Digital Art

WAU

LINE, SHAPE AND SPACE

TEXTURE AND PATTERN
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EXPLORING COLOUR
To prepare your pupils for these activities, encourage them to look at and respond to works by
artists, designers, illustrators or craft workers that use colour in interesting and creative ways.
Some of the activities may suggest specific artworks to focus on.

Activity 1: Colour Splash
Pupils learn about focal points in a photocomposition and use digital photography and photo
editing software to create a colour splash effect.

Activity 2: Complementary Colour Portrait
Pupils choose complementary colours to create a digital self-portrait in a drawing app such
as Brushes.
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Activity 1: Colour Splash
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• use the rule of thirds, focus and colour
to create a focal point;

• take photos with more control;

• selectively apply filters in photo editing
software; and

• understand what shallow focus is in
photography;

• make decisions and be creative (TS&PC).

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Coloured objects to take photos of (or
access to an area outside the classroom
to choose objects from)

• Mobile devices with an app such as
Photoshop Mix or computers with
software such as GIMP

• Mobile device camera or digital cameras

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Focus

• Photo filter

• Focal point

• Colour splash

• Shallow focus

• Colourise

• Close-up

• Desaturate

• Photo effect

ABC
123

INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE
Turn on the rule of thirds grid on a digital camera or iPad camera (you can find this in the
camera settings) and show it to your pupils.
Explain that photographers, artists and designers use this to help them to compose their work.

STEAM Encourage them to use the horizontal and vertical lines to divide the image in a pleasing way.

They should also place objects where the lines intersect to create points of interest (or focal
points) that naturally draw the eye.
Explain to the children that they are going to try using focal points in their own photography
and then editing them to create a colour splash effect.

!

A colour splash (also known as selective colourisation) is a photo effect where an area of the
photo is coloured to create a focal point and the rest of the image is desaturated (limited in
colour or colour removed).
Now demonstrate creating shallow focus. (This is when there is only one plane of focus in the
photo.) This helps photographers to emphasise a part of a photo and make us focus on it.
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ABC
123
ABC
STEAM
123

!

STEAM

!

TIP! To do this on an iPad, hold the camera steady close to an object and tap the screen on the
area you want to focus on. This will force the camera to focus on the area you have chosen,
making the other areas of the image go out of focus.
Now explain that we can use colour to create a focal point. Show the class some examples of
this in photography and discuss these with them.
TIP! Search for ‘colour focal point photography’ or ‘colour splash photography’ to find examples
online.

DO

ABC

Ask your pupils to choose an object or subject to use for their photo composition. Ask them to
make sure the rule of thirds grid is turned on in their camera.

Encourage your pupils to think about where and how they want to photograph their object
and what they want to keep in focus. Ask them to consider what will be in the background of
their image, choosing something that is a completely different colour from their object to help
it stand out. Encourage them to choose somewhere with good (and if possible natural) light.
STEAM Remind them how to create a shallow focus effect.

123

Then, ask them to take their photos and review them. If they are not happy, they can retake the
photo until they have a sharp photograph composed in the way they want.

!

Once the children are happy with their photos, ask them to import these into an app, such as
Photoshop Mix, which allows you to select an area of the photo and desaturate it.
TIP! In Photoshop Mix, Looks allows you to select areas with the smart brush to desaturate
using the Portrait filter. It is easier to select the area you want to keep coloured and then use the
Invert option to make the rest of the image black and white. You can use the basic brush to tidy
the edges.
Once your pupils are happy with their photos, remind them to save and export to the camera
roll.

REVIEW
Ask your pupils to think about the task. What did they enjoy? Did they find anything difficult?
What do they like about their photo? Would they do anything differently next time? They should
have the opportunity to look at each other’s work. Encourage them to give positive feedback
along with some ideas for improvements.
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Activity 2: Complementary Colour Portrait
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• understand layers and use them in a
digital artwork;

• understand what complementary
colours are;

• use drawing tools with more control;
and

• understand that using complementary
colours next to one another makes each
colour appear brighter;

• make decisions and be creative (TS&PC).

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Colour wheel showing primary and
secondary colours

• App such as Brushes that has layers

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Primary colours

• Layer order

• Secondary colours

• Above, Below

• Complementary colours

• Colour picker

• Layers
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INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE

ABC
123
STEAM

Remind the class about the colour wheel. Ask if they remember which colours are primary and
which are secondary.
Explain that complementary colours are opposite each other on the colour wheel.
Ask the class to find the complementary colour pairs (red and green, blue and orange, yellow
and purple). Explain that when placed next to each other, they look brighter.
Explain that your pupils are going to create a self-portrait using complementary colours. Ask
them to choose a colour pair that they will use for their portrait.

DO
Ask your pupils to take a selfie or ask another classmate to take a close-up photo of their face
on the iPad they will be using. They should then import the photograph into Brushes
(or a similar app or software).

!

If your pupils are unfamiliar with the concepts of layers and layer order, demonstrate their use in
the app or software they will be using. Explain that:
• Layers are like sheets of stacked acetate or see-through plastic.
• You can see through transparent areas of a layer to the layers below.
• Layer order is the order of the layers from bottom to top, with the higher number above the
lower number.
• You move a layer to position the content on the layer, like sliding a sheet of acetate in a
stack.
• You can also change the opacity of a layer to make content partially transparent.
• Layers help you to build up a picture (for example, with layers for background, midground
and foreground) and make changes to each layer without altering the other layers (such as
rubbing parts out).
Once your pupils have imported their photographs, explain that they will use this as a guide
to create their portrait. To make their work easier to see, ask them to lower the opacity of this
layer. Ask them to create a new layer above the photo layer. They will use this to draw on.
If possible, ask your pupils to add the two complementary colours they have chosen to the
saved swatches area.
Remind them that they should only use those two colours. They can use different opacities and
hues or tints of those colours to add variation (using the transparency slider and value picker, if
available).
Encourage them to experiment with different brushes and/or tools to create their artwork.
As they work, ask them to use the hide layer option to hide the photo layer to see how their
artwork is progressing. They may also want to experiment with using more layers. For example,
they could add a layer on top as an outline layer with coloured layers underneath or a layer
for each colour they are using. Once they have completed their work, ask them to delete the
photo layer and export their artwork.

REVIEW
Ask your pupils to think about the task. What did they
enjoy? Did they find anything difficult? What do they like
about their photo? Would they do anything differently
next time? Give them the opportunity to look at each
other’s work. Encourage them to give positive feedback
along with some ideas for improvements.
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EXPLORING LINE, SHAPE
AND SPACE
To prepare your pupils for these activities, encourage them to look at and respond to works by
artists, designers, illustrators or craft workers that use line, shape and space in interesting and
creative ways. Some of the activities may suggest specific artworks to focus on.

Activity 1: My Logo
Pupils use an app such as Assembly to design their own logo representing aspects of their
personality.

Activity 2: Silhouette Self-Portrait
Pupils learn how to use layers in an app such as Brushes to create a silhouette self-portrait
representing their personality.

Activity 3: Minecraft Architects
Pupils work in small groups to research architectural styles and use Minecraft to recreate a style
in their own building.
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Activity 1: My Logo
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• think about how shapes and symbols
convey meaning;

• take pride in ourselves and respect one
another as individuals;

• select colours to create mood and
communicate meaning; and

• explore positive aspects of our
personality;

• make decisions, solve problems and be
creative (TS&PC).

• explore the importance of space, size
and scale in design;

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Examples of logos

• Mobile devices with apps such as
Assembly and Phonto installed

• Pencils and paper

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Graphic Design

• Font

• Logo

• Positive

• Symbol

• Personality

• Icon

INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE
Look at and discuss some examples of logos with your pupils. Encourage them to think about
the colours and shape, symbol, and positive or negative space.
Use prompt questions such as:
• What does the logo say about the brand or company?
• What do they think the symbols convey?
• Are some elements of the design bigger than others?
• What does this tell us about how important it is? If there is text, what font has been used?
• Does it suit the logo?
• What are the main colours? How do these make us feel?
• What do you think makes a successful logo?
Explain that your pupils will be designing their own logo to represent aspects of their
personality. Give them time to think about and plan their logo.

ABC

Encourage your pupils to mind map their ideas (possibly with a suitable app) or create a word
cloud with positive words that they would choose to describe themselves.

123
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ABC
123
STEAM

Once they have thought about the aspects of their personality they would like to represent with
their logo, encourage them to think about their design. What symbols might they use? What
colours? Will they include any words? If so, what type of font will they choose? Encourage
them to sketch out ideas on paper.
If your pupils have not used the app or software before, give them time to explore it before
planning.

DO
Ask your pupils to use an app such as Assembly to create their logo. Depending on their
abilities, you may want to suggest that they only use shapes rather than pre-made stickers
(to make the activity more challenging and focus on problem-solving skills).

!

ABC

TIP! If using the free version of Assembly, you may need to use another app such as Phonto if
the children want to add text to their design.

123

Once the children are happy with their designs, ask them to export them.

STEAM

REVIEW
Encourage your pupils to look at and think about their own and others’ designs. Do they think
their logo is successful? Why? Would they change anything? What do they like about their
design?

EXTENSION ACTIVITY

!

If you have access to digital fabrication equipment such as a laser cutter, (through a postprimary school or Fab Lab for example), you could have your pupils’ designs engraved and
fabricated as badges or keyrings.
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Activity 2: Silhouette Self-Portrait
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• take photos with some control;

• take pride in ourselves and respect each
other as individuals;

• draw and trace with some control;
• understand and use layers in an image
editing app; and

• explore positive aspects of our
personality;

• make decisions and be creative (TS&PC).

• choose object and images to represent
my personality;

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Mobile devices with app such as Brushes
(which allows layers)

• Photos, images or items pupils have
brought in or saved from the internet to
represent their personality

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Personality

• Trace

• Photograph

• Layer

• Mid-shot, Close-up

• Transparent

• Profile

• Opaque, Opacity

• Self-portrait

• Layer order

• Silhouette

INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE
Encourage your pupils to explore their personalities and think about things that they like and
represent them, for example their hobbies or a favourite food, book or season. Ask them to
search online for images that represent them and save these to their camera roll. Alternatively,
they could bring objects, images or photos in from home. Ask them to photograph, scan, save
or add the images to their camera roll.
Explain that they are going to create a self-portrait by tracing over a photograph of themselves
to create a silhouette. Look at examples of Victorian silhouette portraits and discuss these with
your pupils.

DO
Ask your pupils to work in pairs, taking turns to photograph each other side-on (profile) against a
plain background if possible. Encourage them to choose either a close-up or mid-shot, holding
the camera steady and trying to keep it in focus.
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If your pupils are unfamiliar with the concepts of layers and layer order, demonstrate their use in
the app or software they will be using. Explain that layers:
• are like sheets of stacked acetate or see-through plastic;

ABC
123

• are transparent so that layers below are visible;
• stack on top of each other and are numbered from bottom to top, with the higher number
being above the lower number;
• can move to position the content on the layer, like sliding a sheet of acetate in a stack;
• can change opacity to make the content partially transparent; and

STEAM

!

• help you build up a picture (for example, with layers for background, midground and
foreground) and make changes to each layer without altering the other layers (for example,
rubbing parts out).
Once they are happy with their photos, ask them to use an app such as Brushes to import their
photo. Encourage them to create a new layer above and trace their portraits in black using a
hard brush on the new layer.
TIP! If using, Brushes they may need to create a new brush to do this.
Suggest lowering the opacity of the photo layer to help them. They can also use the hide layer
option to hide the photo layer and see how their work is progressing. Remind them to make
sure they have their silhouette layer selected before they continue drawing.
Once they are happy with their silhouette layer, ask them to delete the picture layer below.
Depending on their experience and ability, ask them to:
• add a new image layer, choose a photo that represents their personality and move it below
the silhouette layer;
• export their work;
• create a new layer and move it below the silhouette layer to create a background drawing
that represents their personality and favourite colours;
• export their work;
• add different photo layers that they can resize, cut out (using the rubber tool), move and reorder to create their final portrait; and
• export their work.

REVIEW
Encourage your pupils to think about the task and discuss what they enjoyed. Did they find
anything difficult? What do they like about their photo? Would they do anything differently next
time? Give them time to look at each other’s work and give positive feedback along with some
ideas for improvements.
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Activity 3: Minecraft Architects
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• design a building aligned with a
particular architectural style; and

• explore and understand 3D space;

• make decisions and be creative (TS&PC).

• construct a building using 3D cubes;
• understand various elements of different
architectural styles;

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Internet access

• Computers or mobile devices with
Minecraft installed

• Printouts of architectural styles for
reference (see below)

• Graph paper and pencils

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Architecture

• Floor plan

• Style

• Build

• Design

• Cube, Cuboid

• Scale

• 3D
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INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE
Give the class a list of architectural styles such as:
• Classical (Greek, Roman)
• Medieval
• Asian (Japanese, Chinese, Indian etc.)
• Modern
(Or choose a style that links to any WAU topics you are covering.)
Ask your pupils to work in pairs or small groups to choose an architectural style to research.

ABC
123
STEAM

!

Ask your pupils to research their style online, finding image examples of buildings that they like.
Encourage them to save these images to a computer or mobile device. Ask the groups to share
some of their images and discuss what they discovered about the style.
Encourage the class to think and talk about the colours, materials and shapes that are used.
What do they have in common? What is different about each style?
Ask them to think about their own design, which they will create in Minecraft. What is the
purpose of the building and who it is for? They should also consider which blocks to use to give
a feel of the architectural style and what type of shape their building will be.
If your pupils have not used the app or software before, give them time to explore it before
planning.
Then, give your pupils graph paper to plan their design. Encourage them to create a floor plan
of the building and a front view using the scale of one square of graph paper to one block. Ask
them to annotate their design with notes on materials and features.
TIP! Remind your pupils that walls take up at least one block in size.

DO
Ask your pupils to work in their groups and use creative mode in Minecraft to create their
building, using their plans as a guide. Once they have completed their designs, ask them to take
screenshots of different views of the building.

REVIEW
Give your pupils an opportunity to look at and explore each other’s designs. Encourage them to
talk about what they like about them. Would they make any recommendations? How successful
were they in conveying their given architectural style? Why? Do they think it met the needs of
their planned audience and purpose? How might they improve their own work? What might
they do differently next time?
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EXPLORING TEXTURE AND
PATTERN
To prepare your pupils for these activities, encourage them to look at and respond to works
by artists, designers, illustrators or craft workers that use texture and pattern in interesting and
creative ways. Some of the activities may suggest specific artworks to focus on.

Activity 1: Pattern Text
Pupils photograph interesting patterns and textures and learn how to create a layer mask effect
to create words filled with their photos.

Activity 2: Victorian Pattern Makers
Pupils learn about symmetry and tessellations and use an app, such as Amaziograph, to create
William Morris-inspired designs for Victorian wallpapers.

Activity 3: Viking Wanted Poster
Pupils use image editing software to remove backgrounds and use multiple layers to create a
Viking wanted poster.
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Activity 1: Pattern Text
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• spell words correctly;

• take photographs with control;

• create layer masks; and

• take extreme close-ups in focus;

• make decisions and be creative (TS&PC).

• begin to understand and use layers;

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Some objects or images with interesting
textures or patterns or pupils’ own
artwork based on texture or pattern

• Digital cameras or mobile device
cameras
• App such as Photoshop Mix or similar
software that allows layer masking

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Extreme Close-up

• Fill

• Focus

• Layer

• Pattern

• Mask

• Texture

INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE
In image editing software, layer masks allow you to create interesting effects, such as patterns
or textures, within text or shapes (see below).
Show your children some examples and explain that they are going to create a similar effect.
Ask your pupils to choose objects with patterns or textures that appeal to them. Ask them to
decide on the words that they want to fill with their patterns.
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ABC
123
STEAM

!

TIP! You could link the patterns and words to a topic you are covering, using the finished
artwork as a vocabulary builder or for classroom displays.

DO
Ask your pupils to use a digital camera to take extreme close-ups of the objects or images
they have chosen (an extreme close-up is when the camera is very close to the subject of the
photo). They should try to ensure that they keep the photo in focus. Encourage them to review
their photos and retake them if necessary.
Once they are happy with their photo, ask them to open it in Photoshop Mix (or a similar app or
software). These following instructions are for Photoshop Mix:
• Ask them to add a new layer of text and type in the word of their choice, making sure the
spelling is correct. Then encourage them to format it, so that the lettering covers most of the
image and the font is heavy or thick. Then ask them to move it into the position they want
on the photo layer.
• Encourage them to drag the text layer over the image layer (layers are at the right-hand side).
Three options should appear. Ask them to choose Copy Mask on Layer.
• The image layer will seem to disappear, leaving only the text. To see the effect, ask them
to double-tap on the text layer to hide it. They should now see only the pattern within
the word.
• Depending on their ability, you could ask your pupils to add another layer and move it to the
bottom to create a background layer (as shown in the space example above).
• When they are happy with their work, ask them to save it to the camera roll.

REVIEW
Give your pupils the opportunity to look at each other’s work and talk about it. What did they
learn? What do they like about the texture they have chosen? Does it match the word they have
chosen? Would they do anything differently?
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Activity 2: Victorian Pattern Makers
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• design a pattern repeat;

• use the internet to research a famous
Victorian;

• use digital tools to create own
tessellations; and

• understand more about William Morris
wallpaper designs;

• make decisions, solve problems and be
creative (TS&PC).

• understand what a tessellation is and
be able to find repeating patterns and
symmetry in a design;

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Printouts of William Morris’ wallpaper
design/s (with more than one repeat)

• Paper, pencils etc
• Online software or mobile devices with
app such as Amaziograph that allows
you to create repeating patterns

• Rulers and coloured pens

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Symmetry

• Wallpaper

• Repeating Pattern

• William Morris

• Repeat

• Victorian

• Tessellation

• Textile Designer

INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE
Ask your pupils to search online for William Morris and/or look at and talk about his work,
particularly his wallpaper and tile designs. Is there anything they notice about the designs?
Is there anything the designs have in common?

ABC

Explain that your pupils are going to design their own Morris-inspired wallpapers. These designs
use repeating patterns or tessellations.

123 NUMERACY LINK – EXPLORING TESSELLATION
Explain that a tessellation is any pattern made of repeating shapes that covers a surface
completely without overlapping or leaving any gaps. A checkerboard is a tessellation made of
STEAM squares. The squares meet edge to edge with no gaps and no overlapping areas. The pattern of
bricks or tiles on a wall is a tessellation made of rectangles.

!

Over 2,200 years ago, ancient Greeks decorated their homes with tessellations, making
elaborate mosaics from tiny, square tiles. Early Persian and Islamic artists also created
spectacular tessellating designs. The Dutch artist M. C. Escher used tessellation to create
patterns of interlocking creatures, such as birds and fish.
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ABC
123
STEAM

!

Now look again at some examples of William Morris wallpaper with more than one repeat.
TIP! Wallpaper websites that allow you to view both the repeat and full wallpaper pattern are
useful for this. Can they see the repeating pattern? Do they notice any lines of symmetry?
If possible, print out some examples and ask your pupils to find the repeat in the pattern.
Encourage them to use rulers and a coloured pen to draw round the repeat areas. How many
repeats can they find? They could also use another colour to draw in any lines of symmetry
they can find.
Give your pupils time to sketch ideas for their wallpapers on paper using pencils (and colouring
pencils if desired). First, ask them to draw a square or rectangle on the page to give them a
template for their repeat design. They could create several templates to try different designs.

ABC
123

Ask your pupils to consider how Morris used lots of natural shapes and forms in his designs.
Point out that each wallpaper had a theme such as seaweed or willow boughs. What might they
like to include in their design? What shapes and colours will they use? Will they have a theme?
Encourage them to think carefully about how their design will repeat as well as whether it will
be symmetrical. Explain that this design is just a draft. They may need to edit it once they see it
tessellated.

ART EXTENSION ACTIVITY

Before this activity, your pupils could undertake a drawing activity based on close observation
of objects, (perhaps around a theme or season). This will give them ideas and help develop their
STEAM drawing skills.

DO

!

Once your pupils have sketched and decided on a design for their repeat, ask them to use an
app such as Amaziograph to create the tessellation. If the app allows, ask your pupils to edit the
grid to suit their design and then draw their design into one grid area to see the effect.
TIP! for more control and accuracy, encourage your pupils to zoom into the screen as much
as possible so that only the grid they are working on is in view. They can then zoom out to see
their final wallpaper design.
Some pupils may notice when they are drawing their design that there are parts that don’t
work properly on a repeat. Encourage them to edit their design as they go, so they end up with
a design that works on repeat. Once they are happy, ask them to export their final wallpaper
pattern.

REVIEW
Give your pupils the opportunity to look at each other’s work and talk about it. What did
they learn? What do they like about the design they have created? What do they like about
other pupils’ designs? Has the tessellation worked as they imagined? Would they do anything
differently?

ART EXTENSION ACTIVITY
Ask your pupils to create printing blocks of their final repeat design, for example by it drawing
onto polystyrene. Then, encourage them to try printing their pattern. What do they notice about
the printed design? Is there anything they notice about the positive and negative space in the
design?
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Activity 3: Viking Wanted Poster
SUGGESTED LEARNING INTENTIONS
We are learning to:

• make selections and cut out
backgrounds from images;

• take photos with control;

• use layer blending modes and other
effects; and

• choose and download suitable images
from the internet;

• make decisions and be creative (TS&PC).

• understand and use multiple layers in an
image editing app;

RESOURCES, EQUIPMENT AND APPS OR SOFTWARE
• Digital cameras or mobile devices with
camera

• Paper to crumple
• Internet access (or images of Viking
backgrounds and helmets, shields or
weapons)

• Mobile devices with an app such as
Photoshop Mix or computers with
software such as GIMP

SHARED VOCABULARY
• Portrait

• Layer order

• Layer

• Selection

• Opaque

• Transform

• Transparent

• Blend mode

INSTRUCTIONS
PLAN AND EXPLORE

ABC

Explore the topic of Vikings with the class, focusing on Viking life such as where they lived, the
clothes and jewellery or adornments they wore and the armour weapons they may have used.
Encourage your pupils to come up with a Viking name for themselves (they could use an online
Viking name generator for this).

123
ABC LITERACY IDEA

Ask your pupils to produce a piece of creative writing based on their imaginary life as a Viking,

STEAM describing what they have done to warrant being wanted.

123

Explain to your pupils that they are going to create a wanted poster, with themselves as the
subject. Show them some examples of wanted posters and talk about what they notice about
STEAM them. What do they have in common? What kind of colours are used? What type of photograph
has been used? What type of font has been used? Why?

!
!

TIP! You could also show them the Harry Potter Have You Seen This Wizard posters as
examples. Ideally, your pupils should have used the app or software before and have an
understanding of using layers. If your pupils are unfamiliar with the concepts of layers and layer
order, demonstrate their use in the app or software they will be using. (Please see page 70.)
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ABC
123

DO
Ask your pupils to take photos of each other in portrait mode, using a close-up or mid-shot and
making sure that their subject is well framed, well-lit and in focus. Encourage them to review
the photo and retake it if necessary (they should use their partners’ mobile device to do this or
share it with them so it is on their device or computer).
Ask them to import their photo into an image editing app or software. Encourage them to add

STEAM a background image as a new layer, move it below their photo layer and resize it proportionally,

if required. Ask them to use the selection or cut out tools to remove the background from their
photo layer.
They can then add new layers for images of helmets or shields, resizing and removing
backgrounds and re-ordering layers as required.

ABC

!

123

TIP! They could use the Amaziograph app or similar to design Viking
shields (as shown in the example opposite).
Ask them to add text, paying attention to spelling and grammar,
and choose a suitable font, colour and size.
To create an aged paper look, ask them to crumple a sheet of

STEAM A4 paper and then flatten it out, and then take a photo of it. They

should add this image as a new layer, resize it and move it to the
top layer (if needed). Only this layer should be visible.
Explain that your pupils will now use blend modes to blend this new
layer with the images below.

!

Blend modes change how layers react with each other. By applying specific blend modes to
individual layers, you can create a variety of special effects. Try using SCREEN or LIGHTEN to
blend black backgrounds into other images. Try using MULTIPLY to blend white backgrounds
into other images.
Then, ask your pupils to apply
an Overly blend mode to the
crumpled paper layer. This will
make the layers below visible, but
retain the texture of the crumpled
paper.
They should then add a new
fill layer in a brown or sepia
colour, applying the Color blend
mode. The image should now
be the chosen brown or sepia
colour. Encourage your pupils to
experiment with the other blend
modes. Once they are happy with
their poster, ask them to export it.

REVIEW
Encourage your pupils to think
about the task. What did they
enjoy? Did they find anything
difficult? What do they like about
their poster? Would they do
anything differently next time? Can
they remember what blend modes
do?
Give your pupils the opportunity to
look at each other’s work and give
positive feedback along with some
ideas for improvements.
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REVIEWING THE LEARNING: KEY STAGE 2
Name of child/group:						

Consider these questions when you
evaluate the learning in this section:
Evaluate

• Can children identify primary and secondary
colours and understand the use of
complementary colours in art and design?
• Can children recognise how artists can use
shapes, symbols, lines, colour in their work
to convey different emotions, messages and
personality?
• Can children recognise how colours in their
artwork can be created using digital tools?
• Can the children recognise how patterns can
be created through tessellation of shapes
and recognise the shape or design that is
repeated?
• How did the children use colour in their own
artwork?
• How do they frame and focus their subject
when using a camera and can they use
appropriate shots e.g. close-ups, mid-shots
and long-shots for a composition?
• Can they recognise how to create an
interesting focal point using techniques
such as the rule of thirds, shallow focus or
selective colourisation?
• Can children recognise how to create line
diagrams to plan a digital 3D-construction?
• How did they use the layers feature of a
drawing or photo editing app to create
artwork?
• How did they use drawing tools in their
activities?
• How did the children use shapes, pattern and
symmetry in their own artwork?
• How did they use and experiment with the
features of their app to create different styles
and effect in their work?
• How have the children worked together in
groups?
• What support did they require in the
activities?
• What processes did they go through?
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APPENDIX 1
CCEA DESIRABLE FEATURES
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APPENDIX 2
GLOSSARY

APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1:
CCEA DESIRABLE FEATURES GUIDANCE
FOR USING ICT
DIGITAL ART AND DESIGN
Digital Art and Design was previously known as Working with Images. This is the use of ICT in
Art and Design. Pupils make their own digital art as a creation in its own right or as an illustration
to use in other digital products such as a story. As they move through the levels, pupils develop
their skills in taking digital photographs and creating digital drawings, paintings or collages. They
acquire a more varied visual vocabulary to describe their work. At higher levels, pupils move
on to understanding how to use focal points in a photocomposition or experiment with using
layers in a digital art app such as Brushes.

Level 1
Pupils should:
• look at, respond to and talk about examples of photographic images and artworks,
beginning to think about specific elements of art such as colour, shape or texture;
• with teacher help, frame the subject of their photo and attempt to keep the camera steady
when taking a photo with a digital device;
• with teacher help, review the shot and decide if they need to take it again;
• with teacher help, take photographs with a tablet or camera to create a collection of
images suitable for a class discussion or to respond to a challenge to capture images such
as finding a specific colour, shape or texture and view on screen;
• use software or an app to create their own digital artwork, which could be 3D, exploring
tools such as the pencil, paintbrush, stickers and stamp and also use the undo button;
• use visual language to describe their images when talking about their work, for example
the colours, shapes and textures of something they have photographed or created; and
• with teacher help, save and/or export their work.
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Level 2
Pupils should:
• look at, respond to and talk about examples of photographic images and artworks,
thinking about specific elements of art such as colour, line, shape, form, space and texture
or pattern;
• take photographs with some control, thinking about framing (for example, not chopping
off parts of the subject) and focus;
• review the shot and decide if they need to take it again;
• use software to review their own photographs and/or other images provided by the
teacher and, if desired, edit these using tools in the software, for example crop the image
or add a filter or effect;
• use software or an app to create their own digital artwork, which could be 3D, using more
control and a wider range of tools such as fill, shape and special effects and beginning to
consider elements of art such as colour, line, shape, form, space and texture or pattern;
• with the teacher’s help, save their work to a specific location and know how to find and
open it again; and
• share and review their work (using online tools if appropriate) and talk about what they did
and any improvements they could make.

Level 3
Pupils should:
• look at, respond to and talk about examples of photographic images and artworks,
beginning to consider all the elements of art;
• take photographs with more purpose and control (holding the camera steady and in
focus) showing some understanding of how to compose their shot, for example finding
a point of interest and deciding how to position it in their frame or checking that the
background isn’t cluttered or distracting;
• understand that they can shoot from different angles, (eye-level, high and low), and that
they can move close to the subject for a close-up and step back for a wide shot;
• access, select and import images from a range of given sources such as a camera, the
internet and/or their own artwork scanned or photographed by the teacher, scaling the
images proportionally if appropriate by dragging only the corner handles of the image;
• create a digital artwork, which could be 3D, with purpose using appropriate tools and tool
options such as size, colour, pencil, paintbrush, paint, fill, special effects, wallpaper and/or
repeat options thinking about the elements of art such as colour, line, shape, form, space
and texture or pattern;
• share their work with someone (possibly using online digital tools to comment on the
work of others and respond to feedback on their own);
• consider any feedback they have received and make adjustments as appropriate; and
• save using filenames into a given folder, or if using an app, export into the location given
by the teacher.
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Level 4
Pupils should:
• look at, respond to and talk about examples of photographic images and artworks
considering visual language including the elements of art;
• take photographs with purpose and control showing greater understanding of how to
compose their shot, for example finding a point of interest and deciding how to position it
in their frame, checking the background isn’t cluttered or distracting, considering using the
rule of thirds and choosing a perspective that appeals to them;
• edit images to enhance them, for example by applying filters, adjusting contrast or resizing
proportionally;
• create a digital artwork with control, which may include their own artwork or scanned
images, photos or stills from a film, for a given audience or purpose, possibly combining
work from different apps or software to best effect or including the use of layers, or
creating a 3D digital artwork using appropriate tools and options, considering the elements
of art;
• share their work with someone (possibly using online digital tools to comment on others’
work and respond to feedback on their own); and
• save and export the artwork in the appropriate file format.

Level 5
Building on previous levels
Pupils should:
• respond to and think critically about examples of photographic images and artworks
considering visual language, including the elements of art;
• plan and create more complex digital artwork using a range of image software tools and
effects, possibly including (if appropriate software is available) the design and creation of
3D artworks, demonstrating a clear sense of purpose and audience and considering visual
language including the elements of art;
• demonstrate an understanding of image resolution when creating digital artwork and
importing images;
• use a range of features and techniques to enhance work;
• be aware of copyright regulations and reference sources, where appropriate;
• save and export artwork in appropriate file formats such as a .jpg, .gif or .png for bitmap
graphics and .pdf, .svg or .eps for vector images, or for sending 3D work to a 3D printer,
using or .stl or .obj. formats; and
• throughout the process engage in discussion with the teacher or other pupils and respond
to feedback on work (this can be through a collaborative tool such as Fronter or an online
forum, if available).
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APPENDIX 2: GLOSSARY
APP/APPLICATION
A computer programme or software package.

ARCIMBOLDO FACES
Portraits by or inspired by Giuseppe Arcimboldo, an Italian painter known for creating portraits
made of flowers, fruits, vegetables, fish or books.

AUGMENTED REALITY (AR)
A mixture of computer-generated content and real life, for example using an app to give the
illusion that when you look through your smartphone or tablet camera, you can see virtual
additions to your real-life environment.

BITMAP GRAPHIC
A bitmap graphic is a photo or graphic made up of pixels (sometimes called dots) with common
file types such as .jpg, .gif or .png.
In a low-resolution (low-res) image, the pixels are larger so fewer are needed. This results in
images that look ‘pixelated’ when you enlarge them as the space gets bigger between each
pixel. An image with a high resolution has more pixels, so it looks a lot better when you zoom in
or stretch it.

COLOUR HUE
The name given to a colour, such as red, yellow, blue or green.

COLOUR PICKER
A tool in image software or applications where a range of colours are presented and the
picker is used to either select from the range or else create a new colour for the drawing and
painting tools. The picker can be a slider, button, drag and drop, colour dropper or other type of
interface.

COLOUR WHEEL
A circle with different coloured sectors used to show the relationship between colours
including primary, secondary, warm, cool, complementary and clashing colours.

COLOUR TINTS/TONES/SHADES
Lighter colour tones or tints are made by adding white to a colour, and darker colour tones
or shades are made by adding black. Tints and shades can be used to create atmosphere and
mood as well as to define form.

COLOUR SPLASH (SELECTIVE COLOURISATION)
A photo editing effect where an area of the photo is coloured to create a focal point and the
rest of the image is desaturated (the colour intensity is reduced or the colour is removed).

COMPOSITION
The arrangement of different elements to create balance or contrast in a work of art.
Composition can be created by using images, lines, tones, shapes and colours in a twodimensional artwork. Composition can enhance meaning by emphasising the focal point of an
artwork.

COMPOSITION
Focal point/Focus
The area of the image or artwork that you want to emphasise and where you want the viewer’s
eye to rest.
Frame/Framing
How you frame or compose a photograph. Instead of just pointing the camera at a subject
when taking a photograph, you consider how to make it balanced and pleasing to the eye.
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LAYERS
Used in digital image editing software or apps. They can make up different elements of an
image. They are like sheets of stacked acetate or see-through plastic and are transparent so that
the layers below are visible. They can help you build up a picture, for example with layers for
background, midground and foreground. See page 70 for more information.

LAYER ORDER
This describes how image layers are stacked on top of each other. They are numbered from
bottom to top, with the higher number being above the lower number. See page 70 for more
information.

MINECRAFT
A computer game that allows users to create their worlds and constructions using building
blocks and other resources in the game.

MONOCHROMATIC
An image or object that is one colour or the tints/tones or shades of one colour.

OPAQUE, OPACITY
Not able to be seen through, opacity is the degree to which something is opaque.

POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE SPACE
Space refers to distances or areas around, between or within components of a piece. Negative
space is space we see around an object. Positive space is the shape of the object itself.

PRIMARY COLOURS
The primary colours are red, yellow and blue. No other colours can be mixed together to
achieve the pure primary colours.

RULE OF THIRDS
This rule can help you frame an image by dividing it into nine sections, as in the diagram below.
Points (or lines) of interest should occur at 1/3 or 2/3 of the way up (or across) the frame, rather
than in the centre. If you want to use the Rule of Thirds to improve your framing, most cameras
will allow you to add a grid to the image in your viewfinder.

SATURATION
The intensity of a colour.

SECONDARY COLOURS
These are achieved by mixing two primary colours together for example:
Red + Yellow = Orange
Yellow + Blue = Green
Blue + Red = Purple / Violet

SHALLOW FOCUS
One plane in the image (for example, the foreground, midground or background) is kept in
focus while the rest is deliberately out of focus. Shallow focus is typically used to emphasize
one part of the image over another.
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SILHOUETTE
An outline of someone or something shown as a dark shape on a lighter background.

TANGRAM
A game where you make pictures using given mathematical shapes.

TEXTURE
This describes the quality of a surface, for example rough, smooth, hard or soft. It is normally
tactile (felt), but it can be represented visually.

VECTOR GRAPHIC
A vector graphic is different from a bitmap image as it isn’t made up of pixels (dots). This means
that it doesn’t matter how large or small you make the image, the lines, curves and points that
make up the image always remain smooth and the image always looks sharp and clear.

VIRTUAL REALITY
This usually requires a specific device such as goggles, glasses or a headset to access the
technology. When the device is worn, the physical environment around the user is replaced
by a virtual environment, either modelled on a real-world environment (e.g. under the sea, a
rainforest jungle, sports event) or an imaginary environment (e.g. a game or storybook location).

WARM AND COOL COLOURS
Colour that we associate with feeling warm or cold, for example, the colours of a fire or the sun
are warm such as orange and yellow. On the other hand, if we think of cool snowy forests and
mountains, colours can be blue, green and grey.
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